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NONEQUILIBRIUM RADIATION AND CHEMISTRY MODELS FOR

AEROCAPTURE VEHICLE PLOWFIELDS

I. Introduction

This report covers approximately the period February

1991 thru Jun9 1991. The primary tasks during this period

have been the development of a second order local

thermodynamic nonequilibrium (LTNE) model for atoms, the

continued development of vibrational nonequilibrium models,

and the development of a new multicomponent diffusion model.

In addition, studies comparing these new models with

previous models and results have been conducted and

reported.

II. Personnel

The staff associated with this project during the

present reporting period have been Dr. Leland A. Carlson,

Principal Investigator, and Thomas A. Gally and Derek Green,

Graduate Research Assistants. It should be noted that Mr.

Gally is currently supported by a NASA Graduate Student

Researchers Fellowship from NASA Johnson Space Center and

will use the results of his research on this project in his

Ph.D. dissertation. He research during this period has been

primarily associated with the development of nonequilibrium

chemical and radiation models, multicomponent diffusion

models, and the radiation coupled nonequilibrium viscous

shock layer code. Mr. Green's work, which constituted the

basis of of masters' thesis, has been primarily concerned

with the development and incorporation into the VSL code of

various vibrational nonequilibrium models. Mr. Green left

the project in March to accept a position with Lockheed

Engineering Services at NASA Johnson and received his M.Sc.

degree in May. In addition, a departmentally supported

graduate student, Rajeev Koteshwar, is conducting masters'
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research on flowfields involving carbon species. While not

directly related to the present project, it is anticipated

that portions of his work will have applications to the

present effort.

III. Discussion of Research Effort

As a result of the research during the present

reporting period, the coupled viscous shock layer and

radiative transfer method discussed and presented in the

past report has been extended significantly. Specifically,

three modifications and/or options have been incorporated

into the computational method.

First, a complete vibrational energy equation has been

added for the calculation of a third temperature, Tv, which

describes the average vibrational energy state of all the

diatomic species. This energy formulation also includes

electron-vibrational coupling effects as well as vibration-

tranlational coupling and coupled vibration-dissociation-

vibration via the MCVDV model.

Second, a new multicomponent diffusional model has

been developed and incorporated into the method which should

yield improved values of diffusional mass and energy flux.

While this method does assume that each electron diffuses

with an ion, it does not assume that any of the diffusing

species are "trace species." Finally, to improve the LTNE

predictions and associated radiative flux, a two-step

excitation model for atomic nitrogen has been formulated and

developed.

Details concerning these models and extensions, along

with results comparing them to previous models and

formulations, are presented in detail in AIAA Paper 91-1463.

This paper was presented by Mr. Gally at the AIAA 22nd Fluid

Dynamics, Plasma Dynamics & Lasers Conference in June, and a

copy of this paper is included in this report in Appendix I.



Briefly, the results for AFE and Martian return cases
show that the use of a three temperature model including

electron-vibrational coupling can lead to significant

differences in the thermal profiles from those obtained with
a two temperature model in which Te is assumed equal to Tv.

The effects on chemistry are not as noticable due to the
fact that the Tv=Te model tends to predict a temperature

closest to the dominant energy for the flow conditions, i.e.
closer to Tv in dissociation dominated flows and closer to

Te in ionization dominated flows. The differences in the

thermal profiles for the two models result in differences of
20-30% in the radiative heat flux to the wall for the cases

considered. These differences would be even more

significant except that LTNE effects tend to inhibit
emission from the regions of thermal nonequilibrium.

With respect to the diffusional models, comparision of
results obtained with the new model with those from the

simple constant Lewis number multi-component model did not
exhibit any signficant differences. This consequence was

probably the result of the fact that for the conditions

investigated the flowfield was dominantly binary.
However, the second order LTNE model developed during

this period did show differences from results obtained using

the first order LTNE model developed previously. While both

models predict similar total heat fluxes, the spectral
content of the radiation is different. Radiation reaching

the wall with the second order LTNE model shows a greater IR
line contribution and less UV line center absorption. The

electron impact excitation calculated for the second order

LTNE model is faster by an order of magnitude than the

previous rate. Using the faster rate with the first order

model, however, closely reproduces much of the chemical
behavior of the second order model. Again the reader is

referred to Appendix I for further details.
As mentioned previously, various vibrational

nonequilibrium and vibration-dissociation-vibration coupling
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models have been investigated during this period; and the

results of these studies constitute Mr. Green's masters'

thesis, which is included in this report as Appendix II. In
his MCVDV model with electron-vibrational coupling, Green

included a diffusive correction term on the electron-

vibrational coupling term similar to the factor used for

translational-vibrational relaxation. As with the
translation-vibrational relaxation factor, this term is

intended to increase the relaxation time or decrease the

amount of coupling between the electron energy and

vibrational energy. Unfortunately, the form of the
correction developed for the case where Te and Tv are

intially far apart has the opposite effect for shock layer
conditions where Te and Tv are intially close together in

value behind the shock. For this reason, the suggested

correction has been subsequently dropped from the model; and

the results presented in AIAA 91-1463 are different than

those in Appendix II.
As mentioned in the last progress report, the studies

associated with shock precursor phenomena resulting from

continuum photochemistry, photoexcitation, and

photoionization phenomena were essentially completed during
the last reporting period. However, these results have been

summarized and presented by Scott Stanley in AIAA Paper 91-
1465 at the AIAA 22nd Fluid Dynamics, Plasma Dynamics &

Lasers Conference in June. A copy of this paper is included

in this report as Appendix III.

IV. Publications

During this reporting period, the

publications, which were partially supported

project, have been issued:

following

by this
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Carlson, L. A. and Gally, T. A., "Effect of Electron

Temperature and Impact Ionization on Martian Return AOTV

Flowfields," Journal of ThermoDhysics and Heat Transfer,

Vol. 5, No. i, January 1991, pp. 9-20.

Gally, T. A., Carlson, L. A., and Green, D., "A

Flowfield Coupled Excitation and Radiation Model for

Nonequilibrium Reacting Flows," AIAA Paper 91-1463, June

1991.

Stanley, S. A. and Carlson, L. A., "The Effects of

Shock Wave Precursors Ahead of Hypersonic Entry Vehicles,"

AIAA Paper 91-1465, June 1991.

The first article is a revised version of a previous

AIAA paper and is included in this report as Appendix IV.

The other two papers are included as Appendices I and III

respectively.

V. Future Efforts

During the next reporting period, it is planned to

continue the development of the nonequilibrium radiating

reacting shock layer model. The primary emphasis during

this period will be on extending the existing models to air,

While results are currently being obtained using an air

model composed of eleven species and fifty reactions, the

results are very preliminary and have not yet been analyzed.

Also, further investigations as to the differences between

two and three temperature models and between the first and

second order atomic LTNE models will be conducted as well as

investigations into appropriate reaction chemistry sets.

VI. Technical Monitor

The NASA technical monitor for this grant is Dr. Lin C.

Hartung, Aerothermodynamics Branch, Space Systems Division,

NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia.
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APPENDIX I

"A Flowfield Coupled Excitation and Radiation Model for

Nonequilibrium Reacting Flows"

by

T. A. Gally, L. A. Carlson, and D. Green

AIAA Paper 91-1463
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A Fiowfield Coupled Excitation and Radiation Model

for Nonequilibrium Reacting Flows

Thomas A. Gaily*, Leland A. Carlson _'*

and

Derek Greent

Texas A&M University
College Station, Texas

Abstract

A second order method has been developed to correct

a radiative transfer analysis for possible local thermodynamic

nonequilibrium effects. This method uses a two species excitation

model for nitrogen with chemical reaction rates obtained from

the detailed atomic transition method of Kunc and Soon. Results
obtained from this new method show more atomic line radiation

that the authors' previous first order method. As improvements

to the flowfield representation used in the computations, a full

three temperature energy model has also been incorporated and

a new multicomponent diffusional model developed.

Nomenclature

By = black body function

= specific heat at constant pressure
D = dissociation energy

59= binary diffusion coefficient

e = energy per unit mass

E = electronic state energy level

E,, = integro-exponential fimction of order n
fie= electostatic field strength

F = external force per unit mass

g = degeneracy

h = enthalpy per unit mass

I = ionization energy
k = Bolt.zmann constant

K = absorption coefficient

m = particle mass

N = number density

p = pressure
q,. = radiative heat flux

Q = electronic partition function

Q, = electron translational partition function

r =watl reflectivity
S = source function

T = temperature

ui = mass averaged velocity components

U = diffusion velocity
zJ = coordinate axis

* NASA Graduate Student Researcher, Student Member

** Professor Aerospace Engineering, Associate Fellow AIAA

_" Graduate Research Assistant

Copyright @ 1991 by the American Institute of Aeronautics

and Astronautics, Inc. All rights reserved.

Z = Molecular charge

a = wall absorptivity

= wall emissivity

= magnitude of electron charge
r/= heat conduction coefficient

p = density
a"= radiative cross section
"r= relaxation time

_-,,= optical thickness

_, = frequency
subscripts

e = electron

f = forward rate (production)

pc = continuum process

pet = line process

r = reverse rate (depletion)

s, t = species
sh = value at shock

_r = translational

v = vibrational

w = value at wall

v = frequency

Introduction

A great deal of interest has been placed recently on the
design of aerobraking vehicles for use with both inter-orbit

maneuvering and inter-planetary deceleration. In particular, a

major goal of such experimental projects as the Aeroassist Flight

Experiment (AFE) is the development of the computational tools

for the accurate prediction of the aerod_v.amic environment which

determines the heating and controllabilty of such vehicles. Both

low speed inter-orbit and high speed inter-planetary missions will

spend the aerobraking portion of their trajectories at very high,

low density altititudes where previously developed space vehicles

spent only short durations. Thus, the computational aerodynamic
tools to be used must correctly handle the chemical, the,'xnal and

radiative nonequilibriumphenomena associated with low-density
flows.

Previous work 12 concentrated on some aspects of the

nonequilibrium nature of aerobraking flowfields. For example,

the primary topic of discussion in Ref. 1 was electzon-

impact ionization rates. This chemical rate is important in

both determining the amount of chemical nonequilibrium in the

flow and in calculating the electron temperature, T,. Existing

rates in the literature varied over several orders of mag-aitude

with accompanying differences in T, profiles and wall radiative

heating rates, which is a strong fi.mction ofT,. In Ref.2, the effects



ofthermodynamicnonequilibriumonthemagnitudeandnature
of theradiativeenvironmentwasinvestigated.Comparisons
weremadewiththeFIRE II flight test measurements and a wide

range of possible mission profile conditions were investigated.

A number of topics for future work were identified from

the previous work. First, a two-temperature, Te, and T,, model
had been used exclusively in Refs. 1 and 2, in which it was
assumed that T_ = Tt,. This model is probably accurate for

the higher speed conditions above 12 km/sec where the flow is
ionization dominated and few diatomic particles exist. However,

at the lower speeds and particularly for the speeds associated
with the AFE vehicle, the flowfield is dissociation dominated;

and a separate vibrational energy equation can be expected
to affect the total results. In addition, electron-vibrational

coupling will affect the predicted T, profile and thus the
radiative environment. Second, diffusional phenomena seemed

to significantly affect chemical nonequilibrium and also the extent
of atomic thermodynamic nonequilibrium. Since the diffusional

model then being used was determined to be inadequate, a new

model was developed as described later. Finally, a new atomic

local second order thermodynamic nonequilbrium model was

conceived, which is a compromise between the simple and fast

method used previously and the complex methods used by other
authors.

Problem Formulation

The computational model used in this report is an extension

of the coupled viscous shock layer (VSL) and radiative transfer
method described in detail in Refs. 1 and 2. The VSL portion

of the code originated as the VSL3DNQ 3 code developed

at NASA Langley. After modifications were made to the

thermodynamic and transport coefficient calculations and multi-

temperature effects, Tt, and T,, were included, the flowfield was

iteratively coupled with the radiative transfer model of Nicole¢

in a manner which included chemical and local thermodynamic

nonequilibriurn (LTNE) phenomena.
Three additional modifications have been made for the

present paper. First, a vibrational energy equation has been
added for the calculation of a third temperature, T,,, which

describes the average vibrational energy state of all the diatomic

species. Second, a new diffusional model has been developed
to improve the calculation of the diffusional fluxes of mass and

energy. Finally, to improve LTNE predictions, second order
radiative correction factors similar to those used in Refs. 1 and

2 have been devolped for a two-step excitation model for atomic

nitrogen.

Vibrational Temoerature Model

The vibrational energy equation added to the VSL calula-

tions has the following form for simple Cartesian coordinates.

aT, O ( Or,' Oh..
o,,J- ) +  p,v, O)

+_,p,A(e,,,(Tt,)-e,,,) + _--_,p, (e,,, (T,) - e_, )
-rj "r,,s

, #

In this equation, q,. is the frozen vibrational specific heat
at constant pressure calculated from the species specific heats by

_,, %.,,p,/p; and the vibrational termperamre, T,, represents
the average vibrational energy of all the diatomic species. While

multiple vibrational temperatures are often used, one for each

vibrating species, it can be argued 5 that the vibrational-vibrational

energy exchange rates are not well modeled by available methods;
and, thus, results with multiple vibrational termparamres may not

be meaningful. In addition, for the results with a nivogen only

gas presented in this report, there is only one dominant vibrator,
N,.., the vibrational contribution from N+2 being small.

The a-anslational-vibrational energy exchange model used

is a modification of the non-preferential CVDV model described
in Refs. 6 and 7. The terms involved with the Tt, - T_ coupling

model are the third, fifth and sixth on the right hand side of Eq.
1. The differences from the CVDV model occur, first, in the

calculation of the relaxation time, _-,. This relaxation time is that

proposed by Park 8 which sums the relaxation time of MilIikan

and White 9, %_w with a high temperature correction factor

such that

1

,-,=,yw + Lo.N---7

where c, is the average species molecular speed and o'v is a

limiting cross section calculated by1°:

o-, = 10-1z(50,000°.K/r,,):cm '.

The second modification, also suggested by Park l°, is the

inclusion of the multiplier A on the third right hand side term of

F__.q.1. This multiplier attempts to correct the original Landau
and Teller relaxation rate for high temperature diffusive effects
and has the form

A = Ttr,ah --T_ (3"SezP(-$O00t'KIT')-I)
Tt,.,,, - T_.,_,

The electron-vibrational energy exchange is accounted for

by the fourth right hand side term of Eq. 1 and is taken from the

work of Lee t t as curve fitted by Candler and Parkt2:

Zog(p,'re) = 7.50(log Te) 2 - 57.0 log T, + 98.70

forT, < 7000°K, and

Zog(p.,,) = 2.36(ZogT,) _ - 17.9 Zo_T. + 24.35

for T, > 7000°K.

Lee suggests a correcting factor for the electron-vibrational
relaxation similar to the factor A used for translational-vibrational

relaxation. As with the translation-vibrational relaxation factor,



thistermisintendedtoincreasetherelaxationtimeordecreasethe
mountofcouplingbetweentheelectronenergyandvibratiovN
energy.Unfortunatelytheformofthecorrection,developedfor
thecasewereT. and T,, are initially far apart, has the opposite

effect for our conditions where T. and To are initially close

togetherin value behind the shock. For this reason, the suggested
correction has not been included in the present model and the

calculated results may tend to show too much electron-vibrational

coupling.

The electron-vibrational coupling factor must also be

included in the electron temperature equation, which for this

paper is the full electron/electronic energy equation described in

Ref. 2. The electron/electronic energy equation is similar in

form to Eq. 1 and includes the effects of conduction, convection,
diffusion, chemical energy depletion, heavy particle-electron

translation coupling, and now electron-vibrational coupling.

Diffusional Model

In the stagnation region of a blunt entry vehicle, large
gradients in species concentration occur in the nonequilibrium

region behind the shock front and in the thermal boundary layer

near the wall. As a result, diffusion effects in these regions are

generally important and need to be considered in the evaluation of

mass and energy flux. There are currently a number of diffusional
models commonly used including the multi-component models

used by Moss t3 and Gnoffo et al.14, the. binary model 15 based

upon the work of Fay and Kemp 16,17, and the constant Lewis

number multi-component approximation of Ref. 18. The latter

is the method originally incorporated into our VSL code.

While diffusional effects play an important role in the level

of chemical nonequilibruim which can occur behind a shock
wave, they can be seen most easily in the near wall, thermal

boundary layer of most reentry fows. Although the flow in this

region is at low normal velocities and the density is much greater

than the other portionsof the shock layer, the flow is typically

not in equilibrium in this region; and in fact a significant level

of dissociation is present on the surface of non-catalytic wails

no matter how cool the surface may be. For catalytic walls,

the associated high heating rates are due the diffusive flux of

energy to the wall as a result of the large concentration gradients.
In addition, due to the chemical nonequilibrium induced by

diffusional effects, the simple atomic LINE model used in the

radiative analysis is also strongly affected by the amount of

diffusion. As a result, a more accurate diffusional model has

been developed and incorporated into the flowfield model. The

development of this model follows.

If the effects of presure and thermal diffusion are neglected,

the general diffusion velocity equation for a multicomponent gas

is 19 for each species

In these equations, ©,t is, to a first approximation, the

binary diffusion coefficient for species s into species t, and F,

represents external forces acting upon species _. Note that while

the above equations were obtained by Chapman and Cowling 19

for a singIe temperature gas (primarily due to the fact that the first
approximation of Enskog for the Bolzmann equation assumes

equilibrium between particles), a simple extension for multi-

temperatures can be made if the pressure and concentrations are

calculated using multi-temperature methods and the diffusion

coefficients are determined using the appropriate temperatures.
For the present method, T, is used to calculate D,, if either of the

colliding partners is an electron and T is used for heavy particle
encol.u-Rgrs.

If the externally applied force term is set equal to the

electrostatic force due to charge separation, then F, = eEZ,/m,

and if charge separation is not large, it is approximately true that

__,=p=Ft = 0. Eq. 2 then becomes

(u,- ,z=, (3)
f

for neutral particles and

_"_":_-::-(U,- Us) = Vz, N._TZ. (4)
t v..,,t p

for ions and electrons. For most conditions of interest, the

flowfield can be adequately described by only including singly

charged positive ions in the flowfield chemistry model. In this

case, to each ion diffusion equation there can be added N,/N,

times the electron diffusion equation in order to eliminate the

electrostatic force terms. The resulting ion diffusion equations
are

N$

t l

(s)
To avoid the difficulty of specifying the strength of the

electrostatic field, T, in the electron diffusion equation, the

amhipolar assumption is made that

Jr,u, = N, tr,. (s)
t=io'n,

Note that this is not an assumption that the electrostatic term is

small or zero, but rather that the electrostatic force for small charge

separations is sufficiently large enough to cause the eIectrons to
diffuse with an ion.

The original set of diffusional equations 0Eq. 2) can easily

be shown to be linear dependent; and an additional condition that
the total diffusional mass flux be zero must also be used, i.e.

 p=v, = o (7)

which replaces one of the original set. After the ambipolar

assumption is used, the new set of equations (Eq. 3 for neutrals,

Eq. 5 for ions, and Eq. 6 for electrons) are not strictly linear

dependent, but are very poorly conditioned. Eq. 7 should still be

used to replace one of the neutral or ionic equations.



Forthispaper,anadditionalsimplificationisusedbased
upontheobservationthatsinceUo _. U, and D,, >> D,t for

t _ e, the neutral and ionic equations can be approximated by,
respectively,

t#e

/V$

- v.)= v,. +Nv,..

The above set is linear dependent which, with the two additional

conditions of ambipolar diffusion and zero total diffusional mass

flux, Eqs. 6 and 7, can be solved for all of the diffusional

velocities, U,.

Second Order Atomic LTNE Model

The flowfield solutionis coupled with the radiative transport

package of RADICAL 4 developed by Nicolet. The methods used

by Niclolet assume that the electronic states of the radiating
species are in local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) with

each other and that their populations can be described by a

Bolzmanndistribution. A techniquewas developed previously 1,2
for correcting the RADICAL calculations to account for LTNE

in both the atomic and molecular state populations.

The molecular electronic states populations are calculated
using a quasi-steady approach similar to that described in Ref.

10; and, from these, LTNE population correction factors for the

principle molecular radiation bands are obtained. Specifically,

correction factors are determined for the Nz Birge-Hopfield, first
positive, and second positive bands, and for the N2 + first negative
band. Ref. 2 should be consulted for more detail.

Also discussed in Ref. 2 is a first order atomic LTNE

radiation correction. This model is predicated on the observation

that for many monatomic gases, including argon, nitrogen, and

oxygen, there exist one or more low lying ground energy states

separated from the lowest excited energy state by an energy jump

which is a large fraction of the ionization energy from the ground

state. The model assumes that the excitation jump from ground

to first excited state controls the ionization process, and that the

excited states, because of their proximity in energy to the ionized

state, are in equilibrium with the free electrons and ions. With

this approach, the atomic nitrogen LTNE correction factor 12,2°

which represents the ratio of the actual population in an excited

state to that which would exist for a Boltzmann distribution, can
be written as

Nu+ N. Q_ _v(l_ 900ooK/T, )
N_vQ_+Q,

The above assumptions and resulting approximation are

extremely simple to calculate and implement. At the other end

of the spectrum are the methods of Park a and Kunc and Soon 21

which handle possible LTNE effects by performing detailed

state population calculations under the quasi-steady assumption.
Park's and Kunc's methods differ in the treatment of the free

electrons and ions; Kunc et al. allow the free ions and electron

populations to be determined as part of the solution, a/lowing

LTNE to occur only as a consequence of radiative stme depletion,
while Park uses the ion and electron population calculated from

the flowfield solution, allowing nonequilibrium chemistry to
affect bound state populations. Either way, the detailed methods

are computationally intensive and are not suitable for a radiative

coupled solution if computational usage is a consideration.

After extensively reviewing the work on argon of Foley

and Clarke 22 and Nelson 23 and the air and nitrogen work of

Park s, Kunc and Soon 21, and others, it was decided to develop

a second order LTNE model for high temperature nitrogen by
subdividing atomic nitrogen into two species. The first, termed

N v for N ground, represents the nitrogen atoms in the first three

low lying electronic states of nitrogen. The second, termed

N* or N excited, represents those nitrogen atoms populating

the remaining upper electronic states. The relative densities of

these subspecies will then be determined by appropriate reaction
rates between themselves, N +, e', etc and the electronic states

of each are assumed to be in local thermodynamic equilibrium
(LTE). It is believed that this approach has the potential to be

a significant improvement over the present model in that it will

allow a finite rate of ionization from excited states while retaining

the fundamental two step ionization process. In addition, by

determining the excited state number densities directly from the

flowfield computation, the appropriate atomic LTNE factors are

directly obtainable and more accurate.

The thermodynamic state of the two species, Ng and N*, are

determined by the standard methods used for monoatomic gases:

QN ! -= _ gpe -EP/kT"

p=l

QN" ----_ gpe -(E'-E')/kT"

p=4

QN = Q,v, + QN.e -E'/kT"

3

5 kT + 1_ _ gpE_,e_Z,/;,T. + hO
h_r, = _ m'-'_ m_rOz¢, p=l _r,

5 kT
h1¢.-

2 rnN

1 ""=

+ m,vQ_---------__ g_,(E,, - Z,)e-(_,-E')/_r" + h_.
p=4

where the zero point energies are, h °,v, = h_ = 3.36 x 10 n

ergs/gm and h_.. = h ° =N, + E4/mN 1.05 × 1012 ergs/gm.

The collision cross sections for both species, needed to calculate

viscous transport properties, are assumed to be the same as for

the original gas, N.



As mentioned earlier, new reactions must be specified to

relate the two new species. Ng and N'. These reactions are:

N_ + e" = N" + e"

N_ + e" = N + + 2e"

N* + e" = N + + 2e"

It was decided to use the method for calculating detailed excitation

rates given in Ref. 21. A computer program was written which
calculated the individual rates for each allowed transition process and

and computed effective rates for the above reaction equations

assuming local thermodynamic equilibrium exists between the

excited states grouped into each species. Results were obtained

for a number of electron temperatures and then curve fit as sho_,,'n

in Fig. 1. These rates are part of the complete chemical reaction
set shown in Table 2.

The radiative transport model must also be modified to

account for the LTNE populations of Ng and N* relative to each

other. Under the assumption of a radiating tangent slab, the heat
flux to a surface can be calculated as, assuming a non-emitting and

precursor:

f0 't%', m£
-q,.(=) -- 2= - - r=I)d*=

- 2Ea(r,,)rr (e_,B,, _ - 2r,_ fo .... "E=(t_)S_d_,,)

where n, is the optical thickness determined by

The absorption and source functions used in these expressions
are the sum of all radiative contributs at the frequency w.

Absorption coefficients derived from either theory or

experiment are normally expressed as the product of the absorbing
state number density and a radiative cross section:

or by assuming a Bolzmann distribution exists between the

electronic states,

( gpe-E'/_T" )

Thus, an absorption coefficient using the actual state number

density, Np, can be obtained from one calculated assuming LTE

by

where

.v,, _
(NI,)LTE NN g?e -'E,/kT"

It is desired to have the LTNE corrections in terms of the

known number density populations, Ng and N*. K state p is one

of the low lying states and since we have assumed these states
are in LTE each other,

gpe-E,/kTo

= Ng

Np = N1¢. QN _ N.v.
(Nj.)Lr, 2V_vQN. (-X.v.)Lr_

Similarly, ifp is one of the excited states,

Np = N" gr_e-(E'-E')/;'Tm
Q_v.

Np _ N,v- Qx = N_v.
(N_,)LTE NN QN" e -E'/_T" (NN.)LTE

The absorption coefficient for atomic line radiation is similar

in form to that for the continuum process, but uses a radiative

cross section which is a traction of both the absorbing, p, and the

emitting state, q.

K_,, = Nj,¢pqCv)

However, since the number density dependence is only with

the absorbing state, the LTNE corrections described above for

continuum radiation also apply to the line radiation.

The source function at thermodynamic equilibrium is equal

to the black body, By.

2h_'a ht,/kT,,

(Sv,¢)LTE "-- (Sv,,)LTE ----"S_ = ----fi---(e - I)

The sourcefunctionforatomiccontinuumprocessesunderLTNE

conditionsisgivenbye,25:

_(Np)E 2h_a ((Nj,)E) -IS,,,o Np e: £,,,/,,T. Np

_ (N;,)E ehvP'T" -- 1 (S_,,,)LTZ
Np ehv/kT, (.V,)s

T,

where the subscript E indicates a number density for state p

calculated by assuming that state is in thermodynamic equilibrium
with the free electrons and ions. THUS, ifI is the ionization energy,

(N_,)E = NN+ N, gpe-(E'-I)/_T"
Q,v+Q,



It can further be observed that when p is a low lying state

e hvlkT" >> (N_,)E/Np and eh"/kro >> 1 while for the highly

excited states, (Nr)E/N _, _ 1. Thus

s ,o

As before, the LTNE correction can be written in term of the

known number densities so that if p is one of the ground states,

_ N +N, _
Np N_, Q_+ Q, N_v,

while if p is an excited state,

(Np)E _ N_÷N, Q_r.e(Z-E')/kr" = (.N_r.)_z
Np NN. QN+Q, NN.

The source function for the radiative transition from state q

to state p under LTNE conditions is2°21 :

Nq (Nr)LTE 2hz,'3 ( Nq (N;,)LTE) -10

Nq (Np)LTE e hv/kT" -- 1

•l*lp _Jvf}LTB

If the transition is between two excited states, then, since

it has been assumed that these states are in thermodynamic

equilibrium, the LINE source function becomes identical to
that for LTE. If the transition is between an excited state and

a ground state, it can be approximated that ehVP 'r. >> 1

and e hv/IcT" >> Nq(-N'p)LTE/N1_(.N'_)LTE SO that it is

approximately true that

S,,, (N )Lr 

_ N_. (N_r,)Lr_ (S_,,)LrE
-N'N, (NN.)LTE

Discussion of Results

Several sets of results have been obtained using the models

presented in the previous sections. In all cases, these results

are for the stagnation streamline on a vehicle having a 2.3 meter
nose radius, utilize ninety-nine points between the wall and

shock front, and use a nitrogen freestream. For those cases

which assume that excited electronic states are in equilibrium

with the free ions and electrons, the nonequilibrium chemistry

is shown on Table 1. For those cases utitilizing the second

order local thermodynamic nonequilibrium model for atoms,

the corresponding nonequilibrium chemistry model is shown on
Table 2. In addition, the wall has been assumed to be radiatively

black, noncatalytic to atomic recombination, fully catalytic to

ionic recombination and at a temperature of 1650°K. This wall

temperature was selected to insure significant cool wall thermal

effects and is representative of the maximum termpemture of

nonablating surfaces. However, it is recogr6zed that for the higher

speed case considered the cummulative head load associated with
the mission profile dictates the use of ablative surfaces and higher

wall temperatures. Finally, an approximate boundary condition

representing the wall sheath effects on electrons has been utilized
as discussed in Ref. 2. Since the VSL flowfield method uses

shock fitting, shock slip boundary conditions have been used for

all cases in order to properly conserve total energy.

To investigate the thermal, diffusion, and radiation models,

two entry condition have been considered. The first, sometimes

referred to as "AFE CFD Point 4", corresponds to a "max Q"

point for an AFE vehicle at which the freestream conditions are

9.326 kin/see, 26.4 dynes/cm 2, and 200°K; while the second

point is for the same vehicle but at 14 km/sec and 80 km
altitiude. The latter is typical of a Mars return vehicle at an

altitude where nonequilibrium phenomena could be significant.
All of the 14 km/sec cases considered were calculated v,ith

mdiative-gasdynamic coupling included. Since the AFE cases do

not have significant radiative coupling, the radiation calculations

have been made from the converged solutions. All radiation
calculations have been made with LTNE effects accounted for

using the molecular model and either the first or second order

atomic models described previously.

Thermal Nonequilibrium Model

All the results presented in this section were calculated

using the constant Lewis number (1.4) diffusional model from

Miner and Lewis 18 and the chemical reaction set of Table 1

while radiative LTNE effects were calculated using the first order

model. As a result, the results in this section are comparable to

the results presented in Ref. 2 with the important distinction that

the two temperature model used previously assumed T, = T_,

while the cases labeled as two termperature in this paper assume

7",=7",.
The first results presented in Figs. 2 and 3 were obtained

using a two temperature model wherein the electron/electronic

and vibrational energies are assumed to be highly coupled and

in equilibrium with each other 1°. This effect was acheived

computationally by summing the two equations term by term and

solving together. An ahernate and, atleast theoretically, identical

approach could have been achieved by solving the orimaal

equation set while forcing the electron-vibrational relaxation

times, ,r,, to approach zero.
Fig. 2 shows that the AFE CFD 4 case is in chemical

and thermal nonequilibrium for almost the entire shock layer

and that the chemistry is dissociation dominated, the ionization

level being very low. The thermal nonequilibrium is particularly

interesting in the region of the wall where T_ - T, exceed the

heavy particle translational temperature. In the wall region,
both the ionic and atomic recombinations are dumping energy

into the electron and vibrational energies respectively. It is

assumed t that ionic recombinations occur primarily by the

reverse of the electron-impact ionization reaction and that each
recombination adds I to the electron translational energy while



theCVDVmodel6,7assumesthateachatomicrecombir-.,nfionadds
G, - e_,, __ D , /2 - e_ ,, to the vibrational energy of slxxzies s.
Since T,, - T, exceeds Tt, in the wall thermal layer it follows

that either or both of the recombination reactions is adding energy
faster that the translational-vibrational and translational-electron

exchange processes can remove it. The maximum value reached
by the T,, - T, temperature was 8515°K at y/yshock=0.83.

Unlike the AFE CFD 4 case, the 14 kngsec case shown in

Fig 3. shows a pronounced peak in the T,, - T, profile of about

17000°K at .83. Both thermal and chemical equilibrium occur

for this case at abount .70 although, due to radiative cooling, the
temperature continues to drop alter this point along with gradual

changes in the chemical composition. While the AFE CFD 4 point
was dominated by dissociation, at this speed dissociation occurs

very rapidly behind the shock front and ionization processes

dominate most of the flow, reaching a peak degree of ionization
of about 35%.

Results with the full three temperature model without

electron-vibrational coupling are shown in Fig. 4 and 5. These

cases represent the other extreme relative to the two temperature

cases since there is no direct energy exchange mechanism between

the electrons and the vibrational states. Indirectly some energy
exchange still occurs through the coupling of both T, and To to

Ttr.

Comparing the three temperature results of Fig. 4 with the

two temperature results of Fig. 2 it is seen that except for a

greatly different T, profile, the profiles are very similar. The

vibrational temperature does peak a little sooner and higher at the

shock front for the three temperature model, 9100 °K at 0.91, but

has the same profile over the rest of the shock layer, including the

overshoot in the thermal boundary layer. Without T, coupling,

this high T,, indicates that energy production due to atomic
recombinations is significant in the wall region as has been seen

by other investigators t4. As a result of electron energy depletion

through electron impact ionization, the electron temperature is
much lower behind the shock front for this model than before,
which results in a much lower radiative heat flux. Also the

lower electron temperature and its effect on the electron impact
ionization rate increases the amount of chemical nonequilibrium

at the shock front and in turn slightly increases the shock standoff
distance.

As can be seen from the T_ profile, a shock slip condition

was not enforced for the electron/electronic equauon. Numerical

problems with the slip boundary condition, coupled with the small
magnitude of electron number density have not yet been resolved.

This omission, however, does not have a significant effect on the

other flow properties since the electron heat conduction is very

small at the shock and also does not have a strong effect on the

T_ profile itself. The electron temperature solution appears to

be uncoupled from the shock boundary condition. This result

is consistent with the quasi-equilibrium electron formuIation

previously used by the authors t/' in which it was assumed

that chemical energy production and collisional energy transfer

dominate the other terms in the electron energy equation and that

T, is prtmarly determined by the balance of the two.

The 14 kin/see case shown in Fig. 5, when compared

with Fig. 3, shows the exact opposite trends as were noticed

for the AFE CFD 4 case. The T_ profile is very sirr/lar in

shape to the T, - T, profile while T,, is greatly different. The
vibrational temperature peaks much higher, 230000 K at 0.86, and

equilibrates sooner with T_,, due to high translational coupling.

T, peaks only slightly lower at 16900°K ar,d 0.82 and as a resu!t

there is a slightly lower radiative flux.
In the thermal layer, the three temperature T_ initially

dips below Tt, before rising above near the wall as in the two

temperature case. Without electron coupling, diffusive effects in

the thermal layer are important in the vibrational energy equation,

and the flux of cool N 2 particles away from the wall lowers the

vibrational energy until the atomic recombination reactions occur

rapidly enough to raise T,. This diffusive cooling effect was
not seen in the AFE CFD 4 case due to the lower concen_ation

gradients in N2 and thus lower diffusive flux. The e!ectron

temperature in the thermal layer shows the same trends as were

noted for the two temperature case.

Fig. 6 and 7 show results for the AFE CFD 4 and 14 kin/see

cases, respectively, where the three temperature model is used

with electron-vibrational coupling, as described previously in the
theory section. As might be expected these results are in between

the two extreme cases of the two temperature model and the

three temperature model without T_ - T, coupling. In the AFE

CFD 4 case the electron temperature has been increased toward

T,, in the shock front, equilibrates with it around 0.70 and stays

in equilibrium throught the rest of the shock layer except for a

slight divergence immediately off the wall. The higher T, profile
results in a factor of two larger radiative flux than the uncoupled

T, - T, case, but it is still lower that the two temperature case.

For the 14 km/sec case, T_ - T, coupling lowers the

vibrational temperature in the shock front region (from a peak

value of 23000°K to 22200°K) while slightly raising _e T,

profile and reduces the amount of diffusional cooling of 2", in

the wall thermal layer. Percentage wise, the two temperature

assumption has a slightly _eater effect on the radiative flux for

the Iower speed case than the higher, 30% compared to 20%. The

percentage differences would be further apart for the two cases if
it were not for the fact that LTNE corrections tend to reduce the

amount of radiation from the thermal nonequilibrium regions.

Diffusion Model

The results presented in this section were calculated using
the chemical reaction set of Table 1 and first order LTNE

radiative corrections, but for these cases the fuI1 diffusional

model described above has been used. Figs. 8 and 9 show the

results for the AFE CFD -4case and 14 kin/see case, respectively.

These cases were calculated using the three temperature, T, - T.

coupled thermal model and can be compared with the results in

Figs. 6 and 7 to see the effect of various diffusional models.

Surprisingly, the profile changes associated with the

different diffusional models are very small with the effect on

the 14 km/sec case being slightly more notlcable than for the

AFE CFD 4 case. The results ,,'nay be explaJmed by :.he f2ct t._t

for the AFE CFD 4 case, the flow is dominated by the species N2

and N and thus a b",mar'y diffusion model with Le= 1.4 is probably
sufficient to describe most of the flow details. At 14 kin/see and in



theCVDVmodel6,7assumes that each atomic recombi.naffon adds

G, - e_,, __ D,/2 - e,,, to the vibrational energy of species s.
Since T,, - T, exceeds T¢,. in the wall thermal layer it follows

that either or both of the recombination reactions is adding energy
faster that the translational-vibrational and translational-electron

exchange processes can remove it. The maximum value reached
by the T,, - T_ temperature was 8515°K at y/yshock=0.83.

Unlike the AFE CFD 4 case, the 14 kin/see case shown in

Fig 3. shows a pronounced peak in the T,, - T, profile of about

17000°K at .83. Both thermal and chemical equilibrium occur

for this case at abount .70 although, due to radiative cooling, the

temperature continues to drop after this point along with gradual

changes in the chemical composition. While the AFE CFD 4 point
was dominated by dissociation, at this speed dissociation occurs

very rapidly behind the shock front and ionization processes

dominate most of the flow, reaching a peak degree of ionization
of about 35%.

Results with the fuIl three temperature model without

electron-vibrational coupling are shown in Fig. 4 and 5. These

cases represent the other extreme relative to the two temperature
cases since there is no direct energy exchange mechanism between

the electrons and the vibrational states. Indirectly some energy

exchange still occurs through the coupling of both T_ and T,, to
Tt,.

Comparing the three temperature results of Fig. 4 with the

two temperature results of Fig. 2 it is seen that except for a

greatly different Te profile, the profiles are ver-y similar. The
vibrational temperature does peak a little sooner and higher at the

shock front for the three temperature model, 9100 °K at 0.91, but

has the same profile over the rest of the shock layer, including the

overshoot in the thermal boundary layer. Without T, coupling,

this high To indicates that energy production due to atomic

recombinations is significant in the wall region as has been seen

by other investigators t4. As a result of electron energy depletion

through electron impact ionization, the electron temperature is

much lower behind the shock front for this model than before,
which results in a much lower radiative heat flux. AIso the

lower electron temperature and its effect on the electron impact
ionization rate increases the amount of chemical nonequilibrium

at the shock front and in ram slightly increases the shock standoff
distance.

As can be seen from the T_ profile, a shock slip condition

was not enforced for the e_ectron/electronic equadon. Numerical

problems with the slip boundary condition, coupled with the small
magnitude of electron number density have not yet been resolved.

This omission, however, does not have a significant effect on the

other flow properties since the electron heat conduction is very

small at the shock and also does not have a strong effect on the

T. profile itself. The electron temperature solution appears to

be uncoupIed from the shock boundary condition. This result

is consistent with the quasi-equilibrium electron formulation

previously used by the authors L2 in which it was assumed

that chemical energy production and collisional energy transfer

dominate the other terms in the electron energy equation and that

T, is primely determined by the balance of the two.
The 14 kin/see case shown in Fig. 5, when compared

with Fig. 3, shows the exact opposite nends as were noticed

for the AFE CFD 4 case. The T_ profiie is very simil_ in
sl,_ape to the T,, - T, profile while T,, is greatly different. "Fne

vibrational temperature peaks much higher, 23000°K at 0.86, and

equilibrates sooner with Tt,, due to high translational coupling.

Te peaks only slightly lower at 16900°K and 0.82 and as a result
there is a slightly lower radiative flux.

In the thermal layer, the three temperature T, initially

dips below Te, before rising above near the wall as in the two

temperature case. Without electron coupling, diffusive effects in

the thermal layer are important in the vibrationaI energy equation,

and the fltLXof COO1N2 particles away from the wall lowers the
vibrational energy until the atomic recombination reactions occur

rapidly enough to raise To. This diffusive cooling effect was
not seen in the AFE CFD 4 case due to the lower concma'ation

gradients in N2 and thus lower diffusive flux. The electron

temperature in the thermal layer shows the same trends as were

noted for the two temperature case.

Fig. 6 and 7 show results for the AFE CFD 4 and I4 kin/see

cases, respectively, where the three temperature model is used

with electron-vibrational coupling, as described previously in the

theory section. As might be expected these results are in between
the two extreme cases of the two temperature model and the

three temperature model without T,, - T, coupling. In the AFE

CFD 4 case the electron temperature has been increased toward

T,, in the shock front, equilibrates with it around 0.70 and stays

in equilibrium throught the rest of the shock layer except for a

slight divergence immediately off the wall. The higher T, profile
results in a factor of two larger radiative flux than the uncoupled

T,, - T, case, but it is still lower that the two temperature case.

For the 14 km]sec case, To - T, coupling lowers the

vibrational temperature in the shock front region (from a peak
value of 23000°K to 22200°K) while slightly raising the T,

profile and reduces the amount of diffusional cooling of T, in

the wall thermal layer. Percentage wise, the two temperature

assumption has a slightly greater effect on the radiative flux for

the lower speed case than the higher, 30% compared to 20%. The

percentage differences would be further apart for the two cases if
it were not for the fact that LTNE corrections tend to reduce the

amount of radiation from the thermal nonequilibfium regions.

DiffusionModel

The results presented in this section were calculated using
the chemical reaction set of Table 1 and first order LTNE

radiative corrections, but for these cases the full diffusional

model described above has been used. Figs. 8 and 9 show the

results for the AFE CFD 4 case and 14 km/sec case, respectively.

These cases were calculated using the three temperature, T, - T:

coupled thermal model and can be compared with the resuIts in

Figs. 6 and 7 to see the effect of various diffusional modeIs.

Surprisingly, the profile changes associated with the

different diffusional models are very small with the effect on

the 14 krn]sec case being slightly more noticable than for the

AFE CFD 4 case. The results .may be expl"_dned by the fact tha.t
for the AFE CFD 4 case, the flow is dominated by the species N2

and N and thus a binary, diffusion model with Le=l.4 is wobably
sufficient to describe most of the flow details. At 14 kin/see and in



theshockfrontregion,theflowgoesfrombeingN2-Ndominated
toN-N+dominated;butthecollisionalcrosssectionsofN2and
N÷withrespecttoNdifferbyaboutanorderofmagnitude.Thus
asmg!eLewisnmmberin th.isregionisnotsufficient,although
usingalowerLewisnumbertoreflectthereduceddiffusional
effectsinN-N+flow may have better represented the majority of

the flow region. The above conclusions might not be applicable in
an air mixture shock layer, however, since the additional species

will generally result in regions where the flow is essentially not

binary in nature.

Also, in flows where multiple ionic species coexist at

the same concentrations, the new treatment of the ambJpo]ar

diffusional effects may be an important factor in the ionic species

equations. A close evaluation of the species concentration profiles

in Fig. 8 shows some unusual behavior at the shock front where

the N + and N+2 profiles cross. However, these results need

further study before firm conclusions can be stated.

Second Order Atomic LTNE Model

The results in this final section are cases which used the full

diffusional model, the chemical reaction rates of Table 2, and the

second order atomic LTNE model discussed in the theory section

of this paper. The AFE CFD 4 results shown in Fig. 10 are

very close to the previous results shown in Fig. 8. The only

significant difference is in the N + and N2 + profiles at the shock
front. The new rate for exitation of N is faster that the rate in

Table 1 which leads to a faster total ionization rate even though
the ionization from the excited states is notinfinite. As a result

of this faster ionization rate, there is a higher concentration of N ÷

near the shock; and as a result of the charge exchange reaction
and ambipolar diffusion effects, the higher N* concentration in

turn slightly lowers the N÷2 concentration. The calculated N*

population is very low and closely follows the Te profile in detail

as can partially be seen from the figure.

This case can also be compared to the similar

results presented in Ref. 2. The total radiation calculated

in Ref. 2 is lower than the current results, due primarily

to a lower T, temperature calculated by the quasi-equilibrium

electron/electronic energy equation used in Ref. 2. The radiative

spectral differences between the previous case and this present
case, however, should be due to the differences in the first and

second order LTNE correction methods. The radiative spectral

details of the radiation reactfing the wall for the AFE CFD 4 case

are shown in Fig. 11 in two forms; the first shows the atomic

line radiation having been grouped into convenient blocks while

the second shows the atomic lines in full detail. Having the Lines

grouped gives a better visual description of the magnitude of the
relative radiative process whereas the detailed presentation bears

more similarity to experimental results.

While the radiation shown in Fig. 11 is still dominated by
the N2+(1 -) molecular band in the 2--1 eV range, these new results

show a much larger contribution from atomic lines in both the

infrared (IR) and ultra-violet (UV) regions, especially in the IR

region. In fact, the first order LTNE results from Ref. I showed

almost no atomic radiation at all due to the large region of LTN'E

predicted for this case. The second order LTNE model predicts

less LTNE for line radiation since the excited atomic electronic

energy states are not as depleted as before.

The 1_ km/sec case shown in Fig. 12 exhibits si_iflcant

differences from the results in Fig. 9. The higher ni_ogen

excitation rate in Table 2 has shortened the nonequilibrium

region at the shock front and lowered the peak Te from
16650°K to 14560C'K. Since this case is dominated by iondzation

chemistry, it would be expected that the results are sensitive to the

ionization/excitationrates. The group and detailed wall radiation

spectral plots are given as Fig. 13. Atomic radiation dominates
for this case and most of it comes from the continuum UV bands.

Strongly emitting IR lines are still seen and the high Lrv lines,

above 11 eV, are highly absorbed at the lines centers.

Rather than compare these results to the earlier results which

are greatly different in the chemical and thermal profiles, it was

decided to redo the results of Fig. 9 using the higher excitation

rate for N in place of the electron impact rate in Table 1. In
this manner, first order LINE results could be obtained with a

chemical model very similar to that for the second order LTNE

method. The flowfield profiles for this case are shown in Fig.

14. As expected, these profiles are very similar to those of Fig.

12 except that the peak T, is lower, 13860°K, and equilibrium
occurs slightly sooner. The earlier equilibration is to be expected

since the first order LTNE assumes instantaneous equilibration
of the excited states with the ions and electrons while the second

order has a finite rate.

The radiative spectral plots for this case are sho_-n in Fig.

15. In comparing these result to those in Fig. 13, three impor_ant
differences are noticed. First, the IR line radiation is enhanced in

the second order model over the first order model. This _'eater

mount of emission is due to the lower level of thermod) _unmic

nonequilibrium predicted from the second order method. "I_,e first

order method predicts a largely depleted excited state popudation

in the peak T, region which reduces the line radiation from this

region. Also, because of the reduced line radiation, absorption
of the UV lines in the wall boundary layer is more sighific_t for
the first order LTNE model than for the second order model. The

difference in UV line center absorption is the second noficable

difference betwe_ Figs. 15 and 13. Finally, the N_2 (1-)

molecular band is larger for the second order LTNE model. Tnis

difference appears to be due to a number of subtle changes in

the two flowfilds such as different radiative cooling effects and

different N+2 number densities caused by the charge exc_. ,ge
chemical reaction.

Conclusions

The use of a three temperature model including electron-

vibrational coupling can Iead to significant differences in the
thermal profiles from those obtained with a two temperam.re

model. The effects on chemistry are not as noticable due to the fact

that the combined T, - T, model tends to predict a tempe:ar_e

closest to the dominant energy for the flow conditions, i.e.

closer to 2",, in dissociation dominated flows and closer to 27"..
in ionization dominated flows. The differences in the the..-mal

profiles for the two models results in differences of 20% to 30%
in the radiative heat flux to the wall for the cases considered.

These radiative differences wouId be more sig_nificant except that



LTNEeffectstendto inhibit emission from the regions of thermal

nonequitibrium.

A higher order diffusion model was developed and compared

to a simple constant Lewis number multi-component diffusional
model. The use of more exact diffusional models, while desirable

for completeness of a solution method, was not seen to have a

significant effect on results with a nitrogen gas, which tends to

exhibit binary diffusive effects. Differing diffusion models may
result in more noticable flowfield differences in more complex

gas mixtures due to higher order diffusional effects.
The second order LTNE model developed for this paper has

shown difficiencies in the first order LTNE model. While both

models predict similar total heat fluxes, the spectral content of
the radiation is different. Radiation reaching the wall with the

second order LTNE model shows a greater IR line contribution

and less U'V line center absorption. The electron impact excitation
calculated for the second order LTNE model is faster by an order

of magnitude than the previous current rate. Using this faster

rate with the first order model can closely reproduce much of the
chemical behavior of the second order model.
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ABSTRACT

A Comparative Study of Vibrational Relaxation Models for the

Aeorassisted Orbital Transfer Vehicle Flight Regimes. (May 1991)

Derek Scott Green, B.S., Texas A&M University;

Chairman of Advisory Committee: Dr. Leland A. Carlson

The effects of various vibrational relaxation models at AOTV flight regimes in

a pure nitrogen atmosphere have been analyzed. Three distinct vibrational relaxation

models have been considered which

dissociation-vibration (CVDV1) model,

include the well-known coupled vibration-

a modified CVDV1 model that better predicts

relaxation times at high temperatures (CVDV2), and a modified CVDV2 model that

accounts for the diffusive nature of vibrational relaxation (CVDV3). At a speed of

8.915 km/sec and an altitude of 77.9 kin, the CVDV1 model predicted the fastest

relaxation process, the CVDV2 model slowed the vibrational relaxation process near

the shock, and the CVDV3 model slowed the vibrational relaxation process as

temperatures approached equilibrium. At 9.326 km/sec and a higher freestream density

at 75.2 kin, the CVDV1 and CVDV2 models predict very similar vibrational

temperature profiles due to the increased freestream density. At 12 krn/sec and the

high altitude density at 80 km the CVDV1 and CVDV2 models predicted trends similar

to those at 8.915 km/sec; however, the modifications of the CVDV3 model had little

effect on the vibrational relaxation process. At lower speeds, the vibrational-electron

coupling term dominated the electron energy equation, driving the electron temperature

to the vibrational temperature at all points in the flowfield.
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LN_TRODUCTION

Future space programs such as the space station, lunar missions, and Martian

missions will require a vehicle to return large payloads from space to low earth orbits.

This transfer will require retrobraking of the transport vehicle which can be

accomplished with aerobraking in the upper earth atmosphere. The overall retrobraking

process will begin with a descent to the upper earth atmosphere at high speed,

aerobraking, and a return to an earth based orbit at reduced speed. Aerobraking

reduces the vehicle velocity by utilizing aerodynamic drag on a heat shield that protects

the transport vehicle.

During the high speed pass through the upper atmosphere of the earth, the

transport vehicle will encounter a flowfield that is in thermal, chemical, and radiative

nonequilibrium. Across the shock which forms over the heat shield of the transport

vehicle at superorbital velocity and low atmospheric density, temperature gradients are

extreme. However, since chemical and thermal equilibration proceed at a finite rate,

areas of nonequilibrium exist in the post shock region. Thus, the equilibration

processes must be modeled adequately to predict the flowfield about the transport

vehicle.

An aeroassisted orbital transfer vehicle (AOTV) that utilizes aerobraking has

been proposed to transport payloads between high orbits of the space station and lower

orbits accessible to the Space Shuttle._ During aerobraking the AOTV would encounter

Format in accordance with the AIAA Journal
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nonequilibrium as described earlier. The coupling of these phenomena affects the

radiation in the flow, and the extent of radiative heating in the AOTV flowfield is of

significant interest. 1.2

The amount of radiative heating is dependent on the chemical composition and

electron-electronic temperature at each point in the flowfield, and the chemical

composition is governed by the reaction rates and the internal energy in the flow as well

as the modes in which the energy is stored. While the internal energy can be

partitioned into heavy-particle translational, rotational, vibrational, electron, and

electronic energy modes, each mode should be characterized by a separate temperature.

Thus, the rate and mechanisms by which the rotational, vibrational, electron, and

electronic temperatures equilibrate with the heavy-particle temperature is very important

and must be modeled appropriately.

For AOTV flowfield conditions, the static pressure in the shock layer is on the

order of 0.01 atm. 1'3. At this pressure rotational temperature equilibrates almost

immediately behind the shock, and it can be considered equal to the heavy-particle

temperature. However, electron temperature has a much different equilibration rate

with the heavy particle temperature due to the significant difference in mass of heavy

particles and electrons. I However, there is an efficient exchange of energy between the

electron and electronic energy modes, and these two modes can be adequately describe

with a single electron temperature. Also, vibrational temperature is slow to equilibrate

with the heavy particle temperature and differs from electron temperature.

If radiative heating and the flowfieId are to be accurately predicted, a suitable

thermal nonequilibrium model must be incorporated so that both chemical composition
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and internal energy are accurately predicted. Therefore, a three temperature model that

includes heavy particle, electron, and vibrational temperatures should be used to

describe an AOTV flowfield. The current work expands a pre-existing heavy particle

and electron temperature model, which assumed that vibrational temperature

equilibrated with heavy particle temperature immediately behind the shock wave, to a

three temperature model that includes a separate vibrational temperature. Thus, the

objectives of the current research are to determine at which flight conditions the

assumption of vibrational equilibrium is valid, at which conditions vibrational

nonequilibrium must be modeled, and the effect of vibrational nonequilibrium at these

conditions.

Various nonequilibrium vibrational energy models that model the conservation

of vibrational energy will be investigated, and a comparative study of the different

models will be conducted. Landau and Teller originally developed an equation for

vibrational equilibration, or relaxation, in an ambient gas, which accounts for the

exchange of energy over time between the translational and vibrational modes. Later,

however, Treanor and Marrone 4 modeled the effects of dissociation on the vibrational

relaxation process based on the premise that dissociation occurs at the higher energy

states more easily, thus lowering the mean vibrational energy. They also determined

that dissociation is slower when there is vibrational nonequilibrium because there are

fewer molecules in the more easily dissociated excited vibrational states. More

recently, Park claimed that the relaxation time expression formulated by Millikan and

White predicts an unrealistically small relaxation time at high temperatures. 5'6

Secondly, Park noted that the diffusive nature of vibrational relaxation at high
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temperatures can be modeled by modifying the Landau-Teller equation. 5

The effects of each of the vibration-dissociation models will be investigated at

flight regimes which include vehicle velocities of 8.9-16 km/s at altitudes of 75-80 km

in a nitrogen atmosphere that is easily modeled using only eight chemical reactions.

The flow along the stagnation streamline will be studied and the significance of

vibrational nonequilibrium will be determined so that accurate radiative and convective

heating calculations can be made in the future. And thus, the objectives of the current

research are to determine at which flight conditions the assumption of vibrational

nonequilibrium is valid, at which conditions vibrational nonequilibrium must be

modeled, and the effect of vibrational nonequilibrium at these conditions.

4
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VIBRATIONAL RELAXATION MODELS

Landau-Teller Model

The vibrational relaxation process is governed by the conservation of vibrational

energy. In a quiescent gas, an energy exchange will occur between the translational

and vibrational modes, for which Landau and Tell& developed the expression

e;'s (To) -%,de",s - e;'s(r)-ev," + ' , (:1.)

dt _s _6

The subscripts inequation (i)distinguishesthe molecularspecies,sincean independent

equation and corresponding vibrational temperature can be designated for each

molecular species; and the rate of energy exchange between translational and vibrational

modes is split into heavy particle and electron collisions on the right hand side of

equation (1).

The distinction between heavy particle and electron collisions is required for two

reasons. First, the rate of energy exchange between translational and vibrational modes

is linearly proportional to the difference in equilibrium vibrational energy and actual

vibrational energy. Since equilibrium vibrational energy is based on local translational

temperature, and electron temperature may not be in equilibrium with heavy particle

temperature, different equilibrium vibrational energies, Ev.,'(T) and Ev.,"(To), will exist

for electron and heavy particle collisions. Using a simple harmonic oscillator model,

local and equilibrium vibrational energy per unit mass can be expressed as
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e._._(T)
_ k 8v._

m_ (eO_.,l_ _ i)

_ k O_.s

ms (e°v"/T" _ I)

(2)

The second reason for discriminating between heavy particle and electron

collisions is that relaxation times r, and rc are based on empirical equations which differ

for heavy particles and electrons. Millikan and White 3,s developed an empirical

expression for the relaxation time r,r based on molecular species s with various collision

partners r. The relaxation time is presented in the form pr,_ (atm-s) as a function of

translational temperature (° K) as

• 1/4
pr. sr = exp[Aar(T-I/3-O.Ol5_s: j-18.42) (3)

where/x,r is the reduced molecular weight of the colliding species expressed as

[lsr- (4)
Ms÷_r

and A,_ is a constant based on the reduced molecular weight and the characteristic

vibrational temperature (o K) and A,_ has the form

. 1/2 84/3
Asr = 1.16X10 -3 ISsr vv.s (5)

Now, r, can be expressed as a weighted average of r, based on the mole fraction of

each collision partner as

6

4
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_,_ r.._. p. ( 6 )
T s =

E Ys/'_sr

r_h.p.

The relaxation time r_ for the electron-vibrational energy transfer was estimated

by Lee 9, and Candler _° curve fit his results using two quadratics in the logarithm (base

10) of electron temperature. The relaxation time is in the form of poro (atm-s) and is

expressed as

7 .50 (logTe) 2-57.01ogTe+98.70, Te<7OOOK (7)log(Pe'Ce) = 2 36(iogTe) 2-17 910gTe+24 35, To>7OOOK

As noted, equation (1) was developed for a quiescent gas, but it can be adapted

to model an inviscid flowing gas by including convective terms. Likewise, a viscous

flowing gas can be modeled by adding convective, conductive, and diffusive terms to

the quiescent gas equation developed by Landau and Teller. TM Thus, one obtains the

viscous vibrational energy conservation equation per unit volume as

a% s
-2-a (p,ev.,,) + _(o,%,,u-_) - a (nv. • )
Oc Ox 5 " OxJ " OxJ

i*

0 Oy s e_,s-evs + P se_-e vs+ -- (pev,_ ) + ....

(8)

The vibrational conductivity is a result of a vibrational energy gradient in the flow

where there is a transport of energy due to a vibrational-vibrational transfer. _ Also,

vibrational diffusion is due to a concentration gradient and vibrational energy gradient

in the flow. Since there will be a natural diffusion rate from greater concentration to

lesser concentration, the diffusing molecules will also change the local average

vibrational energy if there exists a vibrational energy gradient.

7
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Vibran'onaI Relaxan'on Effects on Dissociation Rates

Dissociation rates are dependent on the frequency of particle collisions with

sufficient energy to break molecular bonds, and the energy required for dissociation is

obtained from translational and vibrational energy modes. If vibrational temperature

is less than heavy particle temperature, there will be fewer collisions with sufficient

energy to effect dissociation as compared to the thermal equilibrium case. Since

reaction rate curve fits to data assume thermal equilibrium, dissociation rates will be

unrealistically fast because the data implies that each collision will have more energy

than the actual thermal nonequilibrium relaxation process. To obtain a more realistic

dissociation rate, Treanor and Marrone n introduced a vibrational coupling factor which

should be multiplied by the forward dissociation rate. This vibrational coupling factor

is defined as the ratio of the actual forward rate to the rate that would exist for local

vibrational equilibrium and is expressed as

k£

V s - (9)

_fequll.

The actual expression for the coupling factor is derived assuming a harmonic oscillator

and equal probability of dissociation at each vibrational level. By neglecting terms that

are small for temperatures less than the characteristic dissociation temperature, the

vibratiofial coupling factor is

( NsE)v m) ( Tv *

! ! - e- _ e , - 1 (i0)

e • -i e - 1
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where

I _ ( i i ) (zl)

and Nj is the number of vibrational levels for species s. While the coupling factor V,

should be multiplied by each forward rate that involves the dissociation of species s,

the corresponding reverse rate should not be modified since the recombination process

is not influenced by the vibrational temperature.

Dissociation Effects on Vibrational Relaxation

The conservation of vibrational energy as expressed by equation (8) does not

account for the depletion of vibrational energy resulting from dissociation. In the

AOTV flowfield, vibrational energy levels are assumed to be populated according to

a Boltzmann distribution, that is characterized by a vibrational temperature.

Dissociation, however, occurs more easily from the higher levels of the Boltzmann

distribution, causing the average energy or temperature to be reduced. Treanor and

Marrone _ derived an expression to account for the effects of dissociation on vibrational

relaxation as

s (e v s-Es) dos (e v s-Gs) ( dos ) (12)de,,., _ e,;.,-e,_. + . ( ) .

The second term on the right side of the equation accounts for the energy lost

due to dissociation, where (d0/d0e equals the dissociation rate and Ej equals the average

vibrational energy of the dissociating molecule. E. can be expressed as 4

9
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E,, - k Ov, s _ __k N_,O,,,, (13)
=" e O_,'/Tm'" - 1 m, eN_.,/Tm., _ 1

The thirdterm on the rightsideof equation (12)accounts for the energy gained due to

recombination, where (dp,/d0r equals the recombination rate and G. represents the

average vibrational energy at which recombination occurs.

E, as Tv approaches T, and can be expressed as

The derivation of both

G. is equal to the limit of

_ i k e ,(N-l) (14)
Gs 2 m, v,

G, and E, assumes a harmonic oscillator at a Boltzmann

distribution.

When the effects of dissociation-vibration coupling are included in equation (8),

the vibrational conservation equation for a viscous flow becomes

(p,e v,) + _ (p,e,,.,u_) - O (*l_,,s ' )
O _ " Ox -_ 8x .i Ox 5

11

e_,,s-e,,, s ev, s-ev, s (15)
+ Ps + Psa (phv ' OYs)

-_ dPs- E_( ): + G.(--8-E) r

This equation, when included with the V, coupling factor on the forward dissociation

rates, is usuaiiy termed the Coupled Vibration-Dissociation-Vibration (CVDV) Model;

the dissipative effects of dissociation on vibrational energy and the reduction of forward

dissociation rates by a nonequilibrium vibrational temperature are characterized by this

model. For clarity, this model will be denoted as CVDV1 in thesis since modifications

to the model have been suggested by Park.
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Relaxation Time Correction

The expression for r, given by equation (3) is valid for temperatures up to about

8000 ° K. 1,11 Also, Par_ claims that equation (3) effectively predicts unrealistically

large cross sections for the vibrational relaxation process at higher temperatures (greater

than 40,000 ° K), and he suggests 4's a modification to the Millikan and White expression

I ma 1Ts = _s + •
CsOvYs

]

I where the average molecular speed c, is expressed as

(16)

= .[ Sk_T (17)
Cs

N 1_m s

Here, y, and m, represent the number density and particle mass of species s, and _ is

the limiting cross section expressed as _3

ov = 10 -16 (50,O00°K/T) 2 cm 2 (18)

Park 13claims that the most appropriate limiting cross section for temperatures less than

19,000 ° K is 10 16 cm z, and for a temperature range of up to 62,000 ° K the limiting

1

1

1

cross section is best represented by equation (18) with the coefficient equal to 10 -27 .

Carlson 14, however, suggests that the limiting cross section might be better represented

by equation (18) when the coefficient is equal to 10 t6. For this study, coefficient

values of 10 -s6 and 10 17 in equation (18) will both be examined. Therefore, a second

CVDV model (CVDV2) will include the Park modification to the relaxation time %,

equation (16), and will use a coefficient equal to 10-_ in the expression for the limiting

cross section, equation (18). The effects of using a coefficient equal to 10 -17 in the

4
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expression for the limiting cross section will be studied in a CVDV model that will also

include other modifications.

l:hffusive Nature of Vibrational Relaxation

Another modification to the translational-vibrational coupling term introduced

in equation (1) arises from the diffusive nature of vibrational relaxation at high

temperatures. Parld states that the effect of the diffusive nature is to slow the rate of

the vibrational relaxation process as compared to that predicted by Landau and Teller

in equation (1). Park 13 suggests that the diffusive nature of the vibrational relaxation

process can be modeled by modifying the Landau Teller term in equation (1) to

Oe,, _ e,_ (T) -e_.A ÷ e,;" (To) -e,,Ae (19)
at x "_e

The coefficient A is a function of local vibrational temperature, vibrational temperature

at the shock, and heavy particle temperature at the shock and has the form

i rsh_Tv (3.5e "5°°°'r/r" - l)
A = rsh-rv, sh (20)

The originalrelaxationratepresentedby Landau and Tellervariedlinearlywith

the difference in equilibrium and local vibrationalenergies; however, the Park

modification thataccounts for the diffusivenature forces the relaxationrate to vary

proportionally to the difference in energies raised to the sth power. From equation (20)

s can be expressed as

s = 3.5e (-s°°°'_r/r') (21)

With similar logic, the coefficient Ao added to the vibrational-electron coupling term
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canbeexpressedas

T°'_-Tv ITM (22)

These modifications define a third CVDV model (CVDV3) which includes the

diffusive effects of vibrational relaxation and the correction of the relaxation time r, as

shown in equation (16). Thus, CVDV3 differs from CVDV2 by only the A and A_

coefficients on the Landau-Teller terms.

The fourth CVDV model (CVDV4) includes both the modification for the

diffusive effects of vibrational relaxation and the correction of the relaxation time r,,

but the coefficient used in equation (18) is equal to 10 -_7 as opposed to the value 10-_6

used in the CVDV2 and CVDV3 models. The general form for both the CVDV3 and

CVDV4 vibrational relaxation models is

arv ,
a (p_e,,.,) + .,____a(p,e,,.suj) _ 0 (T],,,= ' )

(9 C (_X j OX j ON j

c9 (p ays
+ cgx-'--_ hv, jDs'_-]x j ) + Ps

ev s-ev
e-'s-ev'SA + Ps ' 'SAe

_s To

dp s • dp s

- Es(_)f + G,(_) z

(23)

Equation (23) also describes the CVDV1 and CVDV2 models when A is chosen to

equal one and the appropriate relaxation time is used.

Sirnpli.fican'on of Equations

In the above equations, the conservation of vibrational energy is expressed in

terms of the vibrational energy per unit mass, e,. However, it is more convenient to
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express the equation in terms of the vibrational temperature Tv. This transformation

can be accomplished by combining the vibrational energy equation with the species

conservation equation, which has the form

a a p.u _ a Oy.
+ -- - CpD.-_-x-JxJ ) + #sO_ P s Ox _ Oxj

(24)

Also, by incorporating the definition of specific heat at constant pressure

_ s _ __ e ev'JT
0¢,, _ ( ) 2 (2s)

CPv, n aTv,s :", (ee,.,/r_ 1) 2

the conservation of vibrational energy can be expressed in terms of "Iv as

aT,
psuJCp_." aTv.s _ a (1"1 ' )

s Ox j Ox j v.s Ox j

s,

6"v - ev s-ev s
+ Ps ,s ev.s A + Ps ' ' Ae +

T s T o

dps
- (ev,s-Gs) (--_-_)

By, OT,,,
(oD.-g_-5__ ) cp,..,- Ex--j

dPs
(ev,s-E_) (--_-E-)

(26)

In developing equation (26) the time derivative was neglected because a steady flow was

assumed.

It has also been assumed in previous research TM that a single vibrational

temperature adequately describes a flow with more than one vibrational species. If a

single vibrational temperature is assumed, the separate vibrational energy conservation

equations can be summed to obtain a general equation for 'Iv as
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___ (psu SCp_,_)
3T v

ax j

8 8 T v :'-- 8 T v

(e;,,-ev ,) "'
- + m_ol ps ' A + Z: Z. ,ev,,-__Cv, s)Ae

- s= . Ts s __=. - Te

__ , dos

(27)

Note that with a single vibrational temperature, ,_ _ber of equations that must be

solved is reduced, and the computational efficie=_._- __ _:-reproved.
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VISCOUS SHOCK LAYER ASSUIVIIrFIONS
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Assumptions

While the general form of the conservation of vibrational energy is expressed

by equation (27), it would be advantageous computationally to cast the equations into

a form which takes into account the AOTV flight regime and configuration. Since the

viscous shock-layer (VSL) equations have been found to be reliable solvers for high

Mach number flows past blunt bodies 1_ and because the VSL equations remain

hyperbolic-parabolic in both the streamwise and crossflow directions, the VSL

assumptions have been incorporated into the vibrational energy equation.

The present VSL equations were developed using the same assumptions as given

by Davis 16'_7. Davis first nondimensionalized the Navier-Stokes equations with

variables that are of order one in the boundary layer, and then a second set of similar

equations was developed by nondimensionalizing the equations with variables that are

of order one in the inviscid region. In both sets of equations, terms smaller than

second order were ignored. Finally, the two sets of equations were combined into a

single set of equations valid to second order from body to shock. Applying these

viscous shock-layer assumptions to the vibrational energy equation implies that viscous

effects such as thermal conductivity and diffusion can be ignored in the crossflow

directions. The resulting viscous shock layer equation for vibrational relaxation in a

Cartesian coordinate system, where x is aligned in the direction across the shock layer,

can be expressed as
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(ev_s-ev,s) _mol dPs
÷ _ Ps * (ev.,-E,)(--dF)t

S=Inol. _ e ,- .

dPs

I 8=17101.

)

(28)

Coordinate Transformation

While the vibrational energy equation is expressed in a Cartesian coordinate

system, a coordinate system that would simplify the calculation of boundary conditions

at the shock and the body is desired. For this reason, an axisymetric body intrinsic

coordinate system is used for the vibrational energy equation. The transformed

vibrational energy equation in an s,n,_ body intrinsic coordinate system is

i OTv +!| arvE_-7_, (p,ucp_.)-YE ÷,.=oI
8-I_01.

O (hlh3_] OTv e2
hlh 3 On v--O_ ) + p hlh 3

s-mol.

( p=WCPv. _) --

Oy n OTv
(Dn-_ Cpv's) On

| (<.,-% ,) (<;,-e_.,)
*Ep, ' A÷EP,

]' "¢s "_es=mol, s=mol.

I . dp s

s-tnol, s-mol.

OT v

(29)

where s is aligned in the streamwise direction. The shape factors hi and h 3 for the body

intrinsic coordinate system can be expressed as
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(l+x*nc°sOs) (30)

h1=l+Ksn h3=r cos8¢

The viscous shock layer equation has been nondimensionalized by the standard relations

for which the primed variables represent dimensional values as

s = sl/Rn

n = nl/Rn

U = UI/U.

V = vl/U.

T = _IRn/[_.

r = rl/Rn

p = p//p.

p = p'/p.u2
. lU 2.ev, s = ely s.

w = w_/u.

T = T/Cp/U 2
! 2

T e = TeCp/U2

,% = ,_IRo
la : I.t//I.troe

(31)

where

2
lare e = _ho_kU:/ Cp.. e2 = _treflp.U_R n

(32)

Shock Boundary Conditions

The vibrational temperature at the shock is calculated using a simplified form

of equation (29) which accounts for shock slip. Because the shock-wave thick.hess is

small, it is assumed that only a few molecular collisions occur in this region; and, thus,

all collisional terms can be ignored. The collisional terms neglected as a result are the

Landau-Teller terms and all species production terms, which leaves only the convection,

diffusion, and conduction terms. This simplified equation can then be integrated across

the shock-wave from freestream temperature to Tv,ho_k, yielding a slip boundary

condition expression for TV,ho¢ k in terms of OTv,ho_k/0n.
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CONSERVATION EQUATIONS

While the vibrational relaxation process is of primary interest to this research,

the results cannot be adequately interpreted without knowledge of the complete flow

model. Therefore, the equations for species, n-momentum, s-momentum, ,b-

momentum, electron energy, and full energy conservation will be presented. Like the

vibrational energy equation, all equations are written in an axisymetric body centered

coordinate system, and each equation is bound by VSL simplifying assumptions. The

governing equations which have been nondimensionalized using equations (31) and (32)

can be expressed as follows, z8

Species Conservation:

+ Ws'(33)ah3psu + ahlh3PsV + 8hlpsw- e2 p a (hlh3DsSYs)
8s 8n 84_ hlh _ 8n On

Because the flow is in chemical nonequilibfium, equations governing species

concentration must be solved to determine the mixture composition. Equation (33)

accounts for the mass flux of species s due to convection and diffusion, as well as the

production of species s from chemical reactions. A mass averaged binary diffusion

coefficient is used to calculate diffusion velocity, and species production rates are

governed by the collisional reaction rate system in Appendix II. The shape factors ht

and h 3 are given by Equation (30).
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s-Momentum Conservation:

_uu a__uu+v aU + w Ou + uv Ohl .--uw Ohl
P(h I 8s an h 3 _ h I an hl h3 ad_

w 2 Oh3 1 an

h l h 3 8 s ) = -h--_ 8--_-s

+ e2 a_a_[hla__ ( u e2 2 ahlan --_i)_ ] + ( hI an
+

1 aha a u

h 3 an )hlP-_ ( hl)-

(34)

j n-Momentum Conservation:

_ u av av w av u 2 ahl w 20ha ap
(35)

¢;-Momentum Conservation:

u 8w 8w w 8w uw 8h3 vw ah3 u 2 8hi i _

P ( h I as + v-_-_ + ha 84_ + _ - =hlh a as h 3 an hlh a 84_ ) h 3 a4)

e2 a a-_ (_) ] + e2( 1 8hi
[Ph3 h a h I an

2 8ha

+'ha an )h3_ _ (-_3 )

(36)

Equations (34-36) model the conservation of momentum in the three coordinate

directions and account for the convection of momentum, viscous forces in the n-

direction, and pressure forces.
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Total Energy Conservation:

U 8T+vOT+ w 8T U aTv v aTv w 8Tv
pop:_:( h_ as an h 3 -_) + PCPv( h I as + --a-n + h 3 _ )

u 8T_ v OTe w 8T_ u On vOP.W aT
+ p Cp.( hl as + --_ * h 3 a_ ) - ( h--_a--_'s+ an h 3--_) =

8T v 8T e

hlh a an s.all

e2 Oy_ OT 8y_ 8Tv

s.all $-mol.

aT, 8h_ 8 __u+ p(D, Cp e )_ - l_u---- ( )
on On On h I

8ha 8 w
8u 8 8w_ 0 (__w)l_ - w. ( )l_]

+ h1__( ) + -o_n3-on h3 an an -_3

(37)

Equation (37) representsthe conservation of totalenergy and includes the effectsof

convective heat transfer,thermal conduction of internalenergy, diffusionof internal

energy, lossof internalenergy by radiation,energy change due to speciesproduction

and depletion,viscous forcesin the n-direction,and pressure forces. Because the total

energy equation is expressed in terms of temperature, the three temperature thermal

model complicates the convective, conductive, and diffusive terms, since these

phenomena are dependent on the local spatia/temperature gradient. Since the internal

energy modes are described by three different temperatures (T,Tv,To), thermal

convection, conduction, and diffusion will be dependent on three different spatial

temperature gradients as shown by Equation (37).

In the present study, two different electron energy models given by Carlson and

Gaily 19 are used and studied. The first is
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Quasi-equilibrium Electron Energy Conservation:

. tr U 2

w.ho+ _e 2 - _, _.s + _°- }2 p c;_-_vs (38)
s=all s=mol. To

The quasi-equilibrium electron energy model (QEE) is a free electron model for which

all derivatives in the free electron energy equation are neglected. The QEE model

accounts for elastic and inelastic collisional effects as well as vibrational-electron

coupling. The second electron energy model is

Quasi-equilibrium Electron-electronic Energy Conservation:

• tr U 2 C;*s -e v

Weh_+ E 0_2 _o2 E _._+Qe- E _ "
s=all s=all s=mol. T e

(39)

The quasi-equilibrium electron-electronic energy model (QEEE), while similar to the

QEE model, also accounts for the energy stored in electronic states of each species,

assuming that the energy of such states is characterized by the electron-electronic

temperature, T_.
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For completeness, the vibrational energy equation that was developed earlier is

presented again.

Vibrational Energy Conservation:

aT v aT v
aTv +_ _ (pswCPv's) Od)C0svcpv,s) -_ h, -- :

S=mol.

e2 aY s STy

+ P hlh3 ;.mo12.(Ds--_-_CPv, s) "8n
e2 @ (hlh31] aTv)

hlh 3 an v 8n|
" (e_,s_ev _)(ev"-ev's) A +

s=mol. T s s=mol. T e

(29)

The conditions at the shock front axe initially calculated by using the standard

Rankine-Hugonoit relations. Once the initial shock conditions are determined, shock

slip is included by integrating the conservation equations across the shock wave and

neglecting all collisional terms. Effectively, shock slip allows for diffusion and thermal

-I

t

t

conduction at the downstream side of the shock-wave. However, collisional effects or

chemical reactions are neglected because the shock-wave thickness is assumed

sufficiently small that only a few collisions occur within it.

t
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METHOD OF SOLUTION

Finite 1X'fference Formulation

A finite-difference method like the one used by Frieders and Lewis 18'2° is used

to solve the vibrational energy equation. In an axisymetric body-centered coordinate

system the vibrational energy equation can be expressed in the standard form

82Tv A aT v + A aTv aT v+ + A2T v + A 3 + A s - 0 (40)
A° an 2 i-_- 4 @s a(_

For the stagnation streamline, crossflow derivatives are neglected and the standard

equation is expressed as

O2Tv A STY+ + A2T v + A 3 = 0 (4X)
Ao On _ I an

where the finite-difference expressions for derivatives at grid point] are evaluated using

a first order Taylor series expansion as

_Tv _ 2 [_j+!-(!+k) Tvj+kTvj_ l]

an 2 (nj.1_nj) 2 + k(nj_nj_l ) 2

8T v _ Tvj+ I- (l-k) 2Tvj-k2mVj_l

8n (ni+1-nj) + k 2 (ni-n/_1)
(42)

k - nj._-n i

n j-n j_ !

Substituting equations (4.2) into equation (41) yields an algebraic expression for Tvj__,

Tvj, and T,,j+_ that can be written for each grid pointj. The resulting set of coupled
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algebraic equations can then be solved simultaneously for T,j at each grid point along

the stagnation streamline. In the cascade order of solution Ig the vibrational energy

equation is solved after the full energy and electron energy equations. The entire

solution scheme involves an iterative process to account for the strong coupling among

the governing equations.

Lineariza_'on of Explicit Terms

Because several of the explicit terms on the right hand side of the vibrational

energy equation are a function of Tv, these terms will lag during the iterative process,

which adds instability to the solution scheme. However, the process can be stabilized

by the linearization of the explicit terms dependent on Tv by expressing the terms at

time step n+] as a Taylor series expansion about time step n; ie.

OJ Tn÷i
jn_1 = jn + -_v (-v -Tn) (43)

where J represents any explicitterm that is a function of T,. The linearization of these

terms effectively adds an implicit counterpart to the vibrational energy equation that

increases the stabilityof the iterativesolution procedure. Thus, it was necessary to

linearize the Landau-Teller terms as

CPv, s Tn+1(Ps e_"s-ev'SA)n*1 = (Pse;'s-ev'sA)n - Ps-- ( -Tn)

rs "Cs _s (44)

.... cps, v ( Tn,I_Tf)
ev's-ev'sAo)n - Ps rev's-eV'SA,) n_l = (Ps" re o(P_ _
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and the coupled dissociation-vibration terms as

For stability in the solution scheme of the electron energy equation, a similar

linearization of the vibration-electron coupling term was required. The term was

incorporated into the electron energy equation as

e;_,- e,,s A_) ""
s=mol, s re reS=rnol.

, _"_v',.,

S-tool.

(46)
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Several different trajectory point conditions (Table 1) for the AOTV flowfield

have been considered, and stagnation streamline solutions to the flowfield at these

trajectory points have been computed assuming a nitrogen atmosphere. Current results

present flow characteristics such as temperature and mole fraction along the stagnation

streamline, utilizing a ninety-nine point computational grid between the wall and shock

front. For all cases the AOTV nose radius is assumed to be 2.3 meters, and a cold

wall boundary condition of 1,650 ° K is imposed on heavy particle, electron, and

vibrational temperatures. For species boundary conditions, a partially catalytic wall is

assumed where ion concentrations are zero and neutral species concentration gradients

are zero at the wall. In the freestream, a pure diatomic nitrogen atmosphere is

assumed.

t

t

.t
t

U_. km/sec p_. kg/m 3 %. K Altitude km

8.915 2.683x10 -11 197.13 77.9

9.326 4.292x10 -1I 199.44 75.2

12.0 1.927x10 H 180.65 80.0

14.0 1.927x10 -n 180.65 80.0

16.0 1.927x10 -11 180.65 80.0

t

Table 1" AOTV Trajectory Point Conditions

-I
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In a comparative analysis of the vibrational relaxation process, eight different

temperature models (Table 2) have been studied at flight velocities of 8.915, 9.326, and

12 km/sec. Two-temperature models that include either the QEE or QEEE electron

temperature model have been compared to three temperature models that include the

CVDV model with and without Park corrections to the translational-vibrational coupling

term. Also, the effects of the vibration-electron coupling term have been studied at

8.915, 9.326, and 12 km/sec.

;i
-I

4

-I

I

-I

Case # To Model % Model To-T, Coupling

1 QEE T_ =T uncoupled

2 QEEE T, =T uncoupled

3 QEEE CVDV1 coupled

4 QEEE CVDV2 coupled

5 QEE CVDV3 coupled

6 QEEE CVDV3 coupled

7 QEEE CVDV4 coupled

8 QEEE CVDV3 uncoupled

Table 2: Temperature Ivlodels Studied at 8.9, 9.3, and 12 km/sec

-i

-_1
-I

-j
!

Finally, at velocities of 14 and 16 km/sec the complete three temperature model (Case

6) is compared to the complete two temperature model (Case 2).

8.915 fan�see, 75 Ion

Figures 1-8 present the temperature and species distributions for cases 1 through

8 respectively along the stagnation streamline at a freestream velocity of 8.915 km/sec

4
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and an altitude of 75 kin. Distance along the stream line is given by ETA, where ETA

is the local distance from the body nondimensionalized by the shock stand-off distance,

with the wall boundary at ETA = 0 and the shock boundary at ETA = 1.

Figures 1 and 2 are results of two-temperature models and will serve as

comparisons to the three-temperature models studied in the current research.

Temperature and species plots for the QEEE/CVDVI model are shown in Figure 3.

Here, vibrational and electron temperatures are so strongly coupled that the electron

temperature and vibrational temperature are driven to the same value, and it is

concluded that vibration-electron coupling is the dominant term in the QEEE model.

Directly after the shock, the large gradient in vibrational temperature is caused by the

translational-vibrational coupling term in the CVDV1 model. Also, soon after the

shock, rapid dissociation significantly depletes translational energy causing a sharp drop

in the heavy particle temperature. Because translational-vibrational coupling in the

CVDV1 model is nearly linearly proportional to the difference in T and Tv, the

magnitude of the T-% coupling term decreases as the two temperatures converge and

dissociation-vibration effects become more significant. The effects of dissociation on

T_ are apparent at the peak of the Tv profile (ETA=0.94) where Tv begins to drop

rather than continuing to increase towards T. Dissociation tends to lower the average

vibrational energy since dissociation will occur more easily at the higher vibrational

energy states.

The vibrational temperature at the shock front is based on a shock slip condition

for which the initial vibrational temperature ahead of the shock is equal to T_., but the

diffusion and conduction of vibrational energy towards the shock wave increase the
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vibrational energy immediately behind the shock. At the wall "Iv decreases to satisfy

the wall boundary condition on temperature. However, Tv is less than T near the wall

due to the diffusion of vibrational energy away from the wall. Because a cold wall

boundary condition exists, the equilibrium temperature near the wall decreases, causing

a recombination of nitrogen atoms near the wall, which increases the N2 concentration

at the wall and results in the diffusion of N 2 molecules away from the wall. The N2

molecules diffusing away from the wall transport a lower average vibrational energy

to the region adjacent to the wall, thus lowering the vibrational temperature adjacent

to the wall. This diffusion of energy away from the wall, however, does not

significantly affect the heavy particle temperature because much of the internal energy

that is characterized by the translational temperature is contained in monatomic

nitrogen. Since there is not a significant N concentration gradient at the wall, the

diffusion of N away from the wall is minimal, and there will be little diffusional effects

on T near the wall. Thus, as stated earlier, the phenomenon of T_ dropping below T

near the wall is a result of cold N2 diffusing away from the wall and lowering the

average vibrational energy or temperature.

The CVDV1 model also includes the retarding effects of vibrational

nonequilibrium on dissociation rates. By examining N and N2 concentrations in Figures

2 and 3 it is clear that the depletion rate of N a and consequently the production rate of

N have been reduced in the CVDV1 model. This phenomenon is to be expected since

a lower vibrational energy reduces the number of molecular collisions with sufficient

energy to induce dissociation.

The temperature and species results for the CVDV2 model are presented in
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Figure 4. The CVDV2 model is distinguished from the CVDV1 model by the

modification to the semi-empirical expression for the relaxation time that accounts for

the overprediction of collision cross sections at high temperatures. By comparing

Figures 3 and 4, it is obvious that the Park modification to the relaxation time has

slowed the vibrational relaxation process. The Tv gradient at the shock is less steep

when compared to the CVDV1 model and the T-Tv equilibration time, as indicated by

the peak in Tv, is much longer. For the CVDV2 model, thermal equilibration occurs

at ETA=0.3 while thermal equilibration occurs much earlier (ETA=0.5) for the

CVDV1 model.

Figures 5 and 6 describe the temperature and species solutions for the coupled

QEE/CVDV3 and coupled QEEE/CVDV3 models. Because the dominant term in both

the QEE and QEEE energy equations is the Tv-T_ coupling term, the results from these

two cases are very similar. The CVDV3 vibrational energy model attempts to correct

for the diffusive nature of the vibrational relaxation process by altering the linear nature

of the T-% coupling term. When comparing Figures 5 and 6, it is concluded that the

CVDV3 model only affects the T, profile near the shock, unlike the CVDV2 model that

slowed the overall relaxation process. With CVDV3, Tv only appears to be affected

near the shock front and factor incorporated into the CVDV3 model becomes negligible

soon after the heavy particle temperature drops. In general, modifying the T-T,

coupling term to better model the diffusive nature will effectively decreases the T,

temperature directly behind the shock.

The effects of altering the minimum cross section coefficient employed in the

relaxation time calculation can be seen by comparing Figures 6 and 7. The results of
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Yshock= 13.29 cm
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the CVDV4 model presented in Figure 7 suggest that the smaller minimum cross

section coefficient leads to a longer relaxation process as a result of the relaxation time

being increased by the decrease in the minimum cross section coefficient. It is

interesting to note that the CVDV2 and CVDV4 models affect the length of the

vibrational relaxation process even though the modifications in these models only

significantly alter the relaxation time calculations at high temperatures. On the other

hand, the CVDV3 model for the diffusive nature of the vibrational relaxation process

does not change the length of the overall relaxation process, yet the modification in the

model directly affects calculations at all points not in thermal equilibrium.

The effects of coupling between the vibrational and electron energy can be

studied by uncoupling the two equations and comparing the answers with coupled

results. This uncoupling can be accomplished by eliminating the Landau-Teller term

that models the vibrational-electron energy transfer. Thus, the results of an uncoupled

QEEE/CVDV3 model presented in Figure 8 which, when compared to the coupled

results of Figure 6, show that there is a strong coupling between electron and

vibrational energy that should not be ignored. It should be noted that while coupling

the vibrational and electron energy equations significantly raises the Tc profile, the Tv

profile at these conditions, is only lowered slightly by vibrational-electron energy

transfer.

A comparison of Tv profiles for the different vibrational relaxation models is

shown on Figure 9. Because the vibrational temperature at the shock front is dependent

on the diffusion and conduction of vibrational energy, there are significant temperature

differences at the shock for each vibrational relaxation model. Effectively, a larger

38
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Figure 7: Coupled QEEEICVDV4 Model at U==8.915 km/sec
Yshock= 13.55 cm
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temperaturegradientat the shockcausesa highershocktemperaturesinceconduction

of vibrational energy is greater for large temperaturegradients. As expected,the

fastesttranslationalequilibrationas indicatedby thelocationof thepeak, is seenin the

CVDV1 model. The effectof theCVDV2 model is to slow the relaxationprocessby

limiting therelaxationtimeat highertemperatures,which is confirmedwhencomparing

theCVDV1 andCVDV2 "iv profiles. For each of the CVDV3 models shown in Figure

9, it is clear that the initial temperature gradient at the shock has been decreased as

compared to the CVDV1 and CVDV2 models. This trend is expected since the

coefficient used in the CVDV3 model will always be less than unity near the shock

front, resulting in a decrease in magnitude of the T-Tv coupling term.

When examining the coupled and uncoupled CVDV3 models, it is concluded that

not only is the Tv-To term significant in the vibrational relaxation process, but also the

choice of either the QEE or QEEE models is important to the relaxation process. Since

electron temperature is lower than vibrational temperature T,-Tc coupling lowers the

vibrational temperature. Thus, as shown in Figure 9, the uncoupled CVDV3 model has

the highest values for T_, the coupled QEE/CVDV3 model has slightly lower T_ values,

and the coupled QEEE/CVDV3 model has the lowest 'Iv values of the three CVDV3

models since the QEEE electron

temperatures than the QEE model.

energy model predicts slightly lower electron

Also, when comparing the CVDV4 model to the

CVDV3 models, a longer relaxation time is calculated in the CVDV4 model causing

the slower relaxation process.

Finally, it should be noted that the differences in each of the four CVDV models

have very little effect on the species concentration profiles. "I_,e coupling factor that
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Figure 9: Comparison of CVDV Models at U_. =8.915 km/sec

governs vibrational effects on dissociation has the identical form in each model, and the

relatively minor changes in Tv for each model do not significantly affect the coupling

term or the dissociation rates.

9.326 km/sec, 75.2 km

Temperature and species results from computer runs for each of the temperature

models in Table 1 at the freestream velocity of 9.326 km/sec are given in Figures 10-
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Figure 10: Uncoupled QEE/T,,=T Model at U_. =9.326 kmlsec
Yshock= 11.71 cm
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17. The two temperature model results shown in Figures 10 and 11 have a slightly

higher equilibrium temperature and a greater degree of dissociation compared to the two

temperature results at 8.915 km/sec. For the CVDV1 model results shown in Figure

12, dissociation rates are slowed down due to vibration-dissociation effects; however,

effects of the vibration-dissociation coupling appear to be less significant at 9.326

km/sec than at 8.915 km/sec. Similar trends are seen in each of the CVDV models

when compared to comparable results at 8.915 km/sec.

To better analyze the differences in each of the temperature models at the higher

speed of 9.326 km/sec, the "Iv profiles are plotted together in Figure 18, which shows

that the relaxation process predicted by each model is significantly faster than the

results given in Figure 9. This difference in relaxation time is attributed to the

significant differences in freest_ream density in that the higher freestream density at 75.2

km leads to a faster relaxation process. Also, because the results are plotted along

ETA (Y/Yshock), different shock stand off distances will affect the relative dimensions

of each plot.

When comparing the results of the CVDV1 and CVDV2 models in Figure 18,

almost identical Tv profiles are calculated, with CVDV2 being slightly lower in the

post-shock region. Since there is a significant difference in the T, profiles for CVDV 1

and CVDV2 models at 8.915 km/sec, it is surprising to see almost identical T, profiles

for CVDV1 and CVDV2 models at 9.326 km/sec. This difference can be explained by

analyzing the CVDV2 model which adds a term to the relaxation time calculation. The

added term is based on the inverse of the number density of the molecular species being
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considered. Due to a lower altitude and thus a higher freestream density corresponding

to the 9.326 km/sec case, the term added to the relaxation time becomes proportionally

smaller because of the increased number density of the molecular species. Thus, the

significance of the term added to the relaxation time in the CVDV2 model diminishes

at higher freestream densities, as shown in Figure 18.

As seen earlier at 8.915 km/sec, the CVDV3 model predicts a slower rela.xation
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process than the CVDVI or CVDV2 models. However, at 9.326 km/sec the choice of

electron temperature model does not noticeably alter the Tv profile, which can be

attributed to the fact that at 9.326 km/sec the QEE and QEEE electron energy models

predict more similar To profiles than at 8.915 kmlsec. Although, when comparing the

uncoupled CVDV3 results with the coupled CVDV3 results, it is concluded the effects

of the Tv-T_ coupling term are still important.

Finally, when studying the coupled QEEE/CVDV4 model, one would not expect

the results to differ significantly from the coupled QEEE/CVDV3 model since the

higher freestream density makes the Park modification to the relaxation time less

significant. While to an extent this expectation is true, once dissociation occurs the

molecular number density becomes lower and the extra term does become significant.

This delayed phenomenon is shown in Figure 18 where the "Iv profile predicted by the

coupled QEEE/CVDV4 model deviates initially from the "Iv profile predicted by the

coupled QEEE/CVDV3 model.

12 kin�see, 80 km

AOTV flowfields at velocities of 12 km/sec and altitudes of 80 km are

characterized by a greater degree of dissociation and, consequently, effects of

vibrational nonequilibrium will be less substantial. Presented in Figures 19-26 are

temperature and species profiles along the stagnation streamline predicted by the various

temperature models given in Table 2. Again, results of the QEE and QEEE two

temperature models are presented in Figures I9 and 20 for comparison to the results

of various three temperature models. Similar to results at slower speeds, the species

concentrations predicted by the coupled QEEEICVDV1 model presented in Figure 21

....................... [ ...................................................... 1........................ IP
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Figure 19: Uncoupled QEE/Ty=T Model at U_ = 12 km/sec

Yshock = 11.39 cm
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show slower dissociation rates as compared with two temperature model results in

Figures 19 and 20. However, due to electron-vibrational coupling, the T_ in the

CVDV1 case is higher which leads to a faster ionization rate than in the two

temperature case. Further, it is noted that near the wall boundary the deficit in

vibrational temperature as compared to the heavy

pronounced than at speeds of 8.915 and 9.326 kmlsec.

particle temperature is more

Since the Tv decrease is created

by low energy molecules diffusing away from the cold wall, the larger deficit must be

due to a greater diffusion rate of molecules away from the wall than in the lower speed

case.

A comparison of Tv profiles for each of the CVDV models at 12 km/sec is

presented in Figure 27. Near the shock front the effects of the Park modification to the

relaxation time in the CVDV2 and CVDV4 models are dominant in that the Tv gradient

near the shock is significantly decreased by the added term in the CVDV2 model and

the CVDV4 model slows down the vibrational relaxation process even more. This

behavior is consistent since the CVDV4 model effectively increases the magnitude of

the Park modification in the CVDV2 model. Further, it should be noted that the T_

profiles predicted by the coupled CVDV3 models are similar to the results of CVDV2

model. While at the lower speeds of 8.915 and 9.326 km/sec, the modifications of the

CVDV3 model to account for the diffusive nature of vibrational relaxation noticeably

slowed the vibrational equilibration process; at higher speeds, the heavy particle

temperature at the shock is greater, forcing the A coefficient in the CVDV3 model

closer to unity.
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Comparing the uncoupled and coupled solutions to the CVDV3 models in Figure

27, it is apparent that T,,-T_ coupling has an effect on the Tv profiles. However,

examination of Figures 24 and 26 reveals that the primary effect of coupling is to

increase the To values. Further, very few differences in "Iv and T_ are seen when

changing from the QEE to the QEEE electron energy models since at these conditions

electron-electronic energy is starting to be dominated by ionization chemistry and free
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electron effects.

14 and 16 lcm/sec, 80 km

The AOTV flowfield for freest.ream velocities of 14 and 16 km/sec at an altitude

of 80 km is characterized by thermal nonequilibrium, radiative heat transfer, and almost

complete dissociation. To study the vibrational effects at these higher speeds, which

should be reduced due to the nearly complete dissociation of diatomic nitrogen soon

after the shock, computer simulations were conducted for a QEEE two temperature

model and a coupled QEEE/CVDV3 three temperature model. These temperature

models were chosen because currently it is believed that the two models are the most

complete of those considered.

Unlike the results presented for velocities of 8.915, 9.326, and 12 km/sec, the

results at 14 and 16 kmlsec where radiative effects should be minimal, the results at 14

and 16 km/sec also include radiative transfer and radiative gas dynamic coupling in the

energy in the energy model. The temperature and species concentration results

predicted by the QEEE two temperature model at 14 and 16 km/sec are given in

Figures 28 and 30, and the coupled QEEE/CVDV3 three temperature model results for

14 and 16 km/sec are presented on Figures 29 and 31.

When comparing the two temperature and three temperature results at 14 km/sec

in Figures 28 and 29, it appears that the QEEE electron temperature model and the

CVDV3 vibrational energy model predict nearly identical profiles for To. Similar

effects are seen in the results at 16 km/sec in Figures 30 and 31. It is concluded that

a single temperature for electron energy and vibrational energy would accurately predict

the thermal nonequilibrium effects at 14 and 16 km/sec. Further, as shown on Figures
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29 and 31 at temperatures less than approximately 7,500 ° K the T_ profile deviates

from the Ty profile. This effect also occurs to a lesser degree at 12 km/sec and can be

seen in Figures 22-25. Examination indicates that the coefficient A_ on the vibrational-

eIectron coupling term is responsible for this effect. Since Ao is proportional to the

difference of T_ at the shock and local Tv, A. approaches zero as the local value of T_

approaches the shock value of T,. As Ao approaches zero, the Tv-T_ coupling becomes

negligible, and To tends towards an uncoupled solution as seen in Figures 29 and 3 I.

This behavior indicates that the form of A_ should be examined in more detail and

perhaps improved.

Finally, the effects of the two temperature verses three temperature models on

heat transfer at the wall are presented in Table 3. The heat transfer includes radiative

and convective heating.

U., 2 Temperature Model 3 Temperature Model %

km/sec Q_,._ W/cm'- Q,,,,u W/cm 2 Difference

14.0 -148.30 -14.3.03 3.44

16.0 -341.12 -325.89 4.57

Table 3: Heat Transfer at Wall Boundary

Negative heat transfer implies absorption by the wall. From the results at 14 and 16

km/sec it appears that a three temperature models predicts slightly lower heating at the

wall; however, a more in depth study should be made before any real conclusions are

w
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drawn concerning the effects of vibrational nonequilibrium on radiative heat transfer.



CONCLUSIONS

Specificconclusionsrelating to thevariousvibrational relaxation modelshave

beendrawnfrom thecurrent researchof AOTV flight regimes. Resultsat eachof the

different velocitiesrangingfrom 8.915to 16km/sechaveyieldedinsightspertinent to

that particular condition.

At 8.915 km/sec, vibrational-electroncoupling dominatesthe electronenergy

equation,the effectsof the Park modificationto therelaxation time are strongestnear

theshock,andmodificationsaccountingfor the diffusive naturebecomesignificantas

T, approachesequilibrium temperature. For the9.326 km/sec case,which is also at

a higher freestreamdensity, the Park modification to the relaxation time becomes

insignificant, usinga smaller coefficientin the expressionfor minimum cross section

makes the Park modification to relaxation time significant, and in each model

vibrational relaxation is faster than at 8.915 km/sec due to the higher freestream

density. The resultsat 12km/secimplied that thePark modification for the diffusive

natureof vibrational relaxationhadvery little effect on the Tv profile; and unlike the

9.326 km/sec case, the Park modification to the relaxation time predicted a slower

equilibrationof"Iv nearthe shock. At 14and 16km/sec,TvandT_becameuncoupled

when Tv approachedthe shock value of T, due to the nature of the Park like

modification of the vibrational-electroncouplingterm.

Finally, in every threetemperaturemodelsthevibrational temperaturedeviates



from the heavyparticle temperaturenear the wall, long after thermal equilibrium is

reached. This deviation is caused by a low temperature and high molecular

concentrationgradient at the wall, forcing the diffusion of moleculeshaving low

vibrational energyaway from the wall.
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Thermal Conductivity

Assuming that the vibrational energy of each diatomic species is in a Boltzmann

distribution with reference to T,, the vibrational thermal conductivity is given by _

Y,
rl_ = k2.,x--,

_._t. _ [.yrt_)(T)] + y,- t,,(z) (47)

r=h.p.

where A,_(1)(T) and A_m(To) can be expressed as

s 2msrnr .11_rt Q(t.1)

=kT(m ,+m ,)
(48)

(i) 8 2m:m .i_ ^(_,I)

In the above expression, ,rf_. (u) and _rf_,_(1'1) are collision integrals that are evaluated

by logarithmic curve fits of T and TJ

Zh'ffusion Coefficient

The binary diffusion coefficient is a function of specific heat, thermal

conductivity, and Lewis number and is expressed as 17

Lew = p CpD (49)

1]



APPF__NDIX2: CHF__\IICAL KLNETICS MODEL

The forward reaction rate coefficients were curve fit using the expression

k I ---A TSe (-era (50)

where T (° K) was equal to the heavy particle temperature, except for electron impact

reactions where T was equal to the electron temperature. The reverse rate coefficients

were based on the forward rate coefficients given by equation (51) and the equilibrium

constant calculated with partition functions. The species reactions and corresponding

constants used to model the chemically reacting flowfield of the AOTV flight regime

are given in Table 4.

Reaction A B E

N2 + N _ 3N 4.085x10 _2 -1.5 113000

N2 + N= = 2N + N2 4.70x10 _7 -0.5 113000

N2 + N ÷ _ N2 + + N 2.02x10 _1 0.8 13000

N + N _ N2 + + e 1.40xl0 t3 0.5 67800

N + e = N ÷ + 2e 4.16x10 _3 0.5 120000

N + N _ N + + N + e 2.34x10 n 0.5 120000

N + N ÷ _ 2N ÷ + e- 2.34x10 n 0.5 120000

1"1"2+ e = 2N + e 3.00x1024 -1.6 113100

Table 4: Chemical Reactions and Rate Coefficients
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APPENDIX 2: CHEMICAL KLNETICS MODEL

The forward reaction rate coefficients were curve fit using the expression

k/ = A TBe (-era (50)

where T (o K) was equal to the heavy particle temperature, except for electron impact

reactions where T was equal to the electron temperature. The reverse rate coefficients

were based on the forward rate coefficients given by equation (51) and the equilibrium

constant calculated with partition functions. The species reactions and corresponding

constants used to model the chemically reacting flowfield of the AOTV flight regime

are given in Table 4.

Reaction A B E

N2 + N _ 3N 4.085x1022 -1.5 113000

N2 + N2 _ 2N + N2 4.70x10 t7 -0.5 113000

N2 + N + = N2 + + N 2.02x10 _ 0.8 13000

N + N _ N2 + + e 1.40xl0 t3 0.5 67800

N + e _ N + + 2e" 4.16x10 _3 0.5 120000

N + N _ N + + N + e 2.34x10 n 0.5 120000

N + N + _ 2N + + e 2.34x10 n 0.5 120000

N2 + e = 2N + e 3.00x1024 -1.6 113100

Table 4: Chemical Reactions and Rate Coefficients
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The Effects of Shock Wave Precursors Ahead of

Hypersonic Entry Vehicles

Scott A. Stanley*

a-l:t

Letand A. Carlson**

Texas A&M University

College Station, TX

Abs_ct

A model has been developed to predict the magnitude

and characteristics of the shock wave precursor ahead of a

hypervelocity vehicle. This model includes both chemical

and thermal nonequilibrium, utilizes detailed mass

production rates for the photodissociation and

photoionization reactions, and accounts for the effects of

radiative absorption and emission on the individual internal

energy modes of both atomic and diatomic species.

Comparison of the present results with shock tube data

indicates that the model is reasonably accurate. A series of

test cases representing earth aerocapture return from Nkars

indicate that there is significant production of atoms, ions
and electrons ahead of the shock front due to radiative

absorption and that the precursor is characterized by an

enhanced e!ectron/electronic temperature and molecular

ionization. However, the precursor has a negligible effect

on the shock layer flow field.
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hv
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k'v
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Nn
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Nomenclatur_

- Radiation attenuation factor (-)

- Diss_iation energy for the nth sp_ies (eV)

- Energy per unit mass (erg/g)
- E1ecaorgelectmnic energy (erg/g)

- Energy per particle (eV)
- Third exponential integral (-)

- Static enthalpy (erg/g)

- Photon energy (eV)

- Total enthalpy (er_g)
- Ionization energy of the ith species (eV)

- Boltzrnann's constant (1.38xi0 "16 erg/_K)

- Absorption coefficient (1/cm)

- Mass per particle of the nth species (g)

- Molecular weight of the nth species (g.,2vlole)

- Number of bound-free dissociation processes
- Number of molecular bands

- Number of species

- Number density of the nth species (1/cm 3)

- Pressure (dyn/cm 2)

* blember ,MAA

** Professor Aerospace Engineering, Associate Fellow
AIAA

_, - Radiative flux 0,V/cm 2)

- Universal gas constant (8.317x107 erg/_K gram

Mole)

T - Heaw particle temperature (°K)
Te - Elecn'on/electronic temperature (°K)

V - Velocity (cm/sec)

¢e - Mass production rate of the nth species (Jcm 3 sec)

x - Spatial variable in the precursor (cm)

Y - Absorption coefficient ratio (-)

]3 - One-half of the angle subtended by the body

v - Frequency (1/sec)

9 - Density (g/cm 3)

"_ - Optical depth (-)

Subscripts
e!ct - Elecnonic

i - for the ith process

j - for the jth electronic level

n - For the nth species

rot - Rotational

/r - Translational

vib - Vibrational

v - At the frequency v

Superscripts

TS - Tangent slab approximation
s - At the shock

Introduction

The recent emphasis placed on a mission to Mars and

the subsequent return of samples has caused an increased
interest in the development of accurate methods for

predicting the fluid flow around hypersonic entry, vehicles.

This interest is a result of the plan to use an aerocapture

technique to provide the reduction in velocity necessary to

place the spacecraft in earth orbit. This technique uses

aerodynamic drag, resulting from the interaction of the

spacecraft with the earth's atmosphere, instead of propulsive

braking to slow the vehicle to orbital speeds. Such an

approach provides a reduction in the fuel necessary for the
mission and an increase in the payload capabilities. A

vehicle entering the earth's atmosphere upon return from

Mars will experience velocities in the high hypersonic

Copyright _: American Institute of Aeronautics

and Astronau'Scs, Inc., 1991. All rights reserved.



range, 11 Km/s..._'z to 16 Km/s_. t,2

The majority of the recent work associated with

h.'.¥personic flow fields has involved the shock Lave= but the

shock wave precursor, on the other hand, has received little
attention. The :recursor is the "_'. r_.lon ahead of the shock

wave in which radiation, primariIy ultraviolet, emitted by

the hot shock layer is reabsorbed by the gas. This

absorption of __.diation causes a heatin_ of the _._'asin the

precursor and the production of atoms as well as ions

"&rough the photoionization and photodissociation reactions.

These changes might also in turn affect the gas behind the

shock front. For example, the preheating of the gas in the
zrecursor as we_ as the introduction of electrons and ions

could potentiallv increase the rate at which the gas behind

:ke shock approaches equilibrium. It has also been shown

that for certain conditions the absorption of radiation ahead

of the shock can cause significant increases in the radiative

heating to the body.'," Further, the presence of free

eiectrons in E",e precursor can significantly affect
• '_._ _6communications with and identification of entry' ', enlc,_s. ,

Much of the previous work on shock wave prec".:rsors

aas been performed using shock tubes and shock
tunnels 7.8.9 and a number of computational studies have

aiso been perfc.rmed. 10.11,12,13 The majority of this

rrevious work, l-.owe-er, has involved monatomic gasses

and is therefore not directly applicable to the e_th's

arrnosphere.
The studies bv Tiwari and Szema I3.t4 as well as by

©mute and Presley 15'16 involve diatomic gases and

:.nerefore are significant to a study of the earth's atmosphere.

Tiwari and Szema calcaiated the effects of the prectu'__r on

:no shock layer and the radiative heating of a body on,ring

:he hydrogen atmosphere of Jupiter, while Omura and

F'::esle.v conducted a shock tube study of the electron

aensities ahead of strong shock waves in nitrogen as ,_,ell as
_n-r.

The objective of this study was to develop a t_hnique

-or predicting the character and ma_itude of the chemical

_aria thermal noneauilibrium shock wave precursor ahead of a

n._-pe:velocity enu"y vehicle that includes in derail the mass

r, re.duction due to photcdissociation and photoioniza'don of

me various species and properly accounts for radiative

_a___rption and emgsion eff_ts on the internal enerw modes

ai beth atomic and diatemic species. A secondary, obi_tive

was to ascertain g",e effect of this precursor on the vehicle
<o,a field.

Radiative Transfer ForrnulatiQn

tn most of fine previous work investigating shock ",=,ave

7r'reearsors, sevem.1 assumptions have been imposed on the

:radiative transfer calculations. A common assumption has

,'_een that the shock layer emits radiation as a black body. at

._,".e equilibrium temperaa.u-e behind the shock front. 10'!2,17

-.:.:so. several of the previous works have utilized a muitipie

step absorption coefficient model 1,13.14 where at a given

temperature, the species radiative properties have been

assumed cc_nsmnt over specific frequency regions. However,

since photochemical reactions are being considered,

variations in the radiative transfer can cause significant

changes in the gas. Likewise, the spectral details are very,

important in these calculations since the important radiative

processes occur over different frequency ranges and the

frequency of the photon absorbed as well as the process
through which it is absorbed dir_dy affects how the photon

energy changes the energy of the gas. Without sufficient

spectral detail, it is not possible to ascertain what portion of
the radiation absorbed causes photoionization or

photodissociation and what portion simply causes an
increase in the internal energy of the gas.

Becau_ of the necessity of accurate radiation predictions

for the calculation of the photochemical reactions, it was

decided that a complete spectrally detailed method of

calculating the radiative flux was in order. Thus, an

extensively modified version of the pro_am RADICAL was
utilized. This program, originally created by Nicolet 18,

allows the user to select the frequency points used for the
continuum radiation, so it was possible to obtain the

spectral detail necessary, for accuracy in the calculation of the

photochemical reactions. RADICAL also performs detailed
calculations of the atomic line radiation.

RADICAL, like many of the schemes currently used in

the calculation of radiative transfer, uses the tangent slab

approximation. This assumption is a one-dimensional

approximation of the full equation of radiative transfer,

which treats the radiation emitted at a point in the gas as if

it were emitted by an infinite plane of gas positioned

perpendicular to the direction of travel of the radiation.

Since the thickness of the shock layer is much smaller than

the body dimensions, each point in the shock layer is

positioned close enough to the body that the rest of the gas

in the radiating shock layer indeed appears to be of infinite

extent; therefore, this is a reasonable assumption in the

shock layer. The precursor, on the other hand, can extend to
distances ahead of the shock which are of the same order of

magnitude as the body diameter. Therefore, in the precursor,

the radiating shock layer no longer appears to be of infinite

extent but inst_d appears to be a slab of finite diameter.
In the one-dimensional problem, as in the shock layer,

absorption is the only method by which the radiation is
attenuated as it travels through the gas. Therefore, any

decrease in the radiative intensity through the gas can be

attributed to absorption, which in turn causes an increase in

the energy of the gas equal to the decrease in the radiative

energy. Since the shock layer does not appear to be of

infinite extent at each point in the precursor, however, the

radiation no longer behaves one-dimensionally.

Consequently, in the precursor the radiative transfer is a

three-dimensional problem in which a decrease in the



radiativeintensityc_,_noccurduetothegeome_'?"z._ welt

due to absorption.

This geometric attenuation in the precursor cccurs due

to the fact that the radiative energy emitted by r2:e finite

diameter shock layer propagates radially outward into the

forward 180 degree semisphere. Therefore, as t;".e ener_"

emitted progresses ouv_ard the area through which it passes

increases, thus producing a decrease in the mdiaff','e flux.
This decrease, however, is not due to absorpuon b? the gas

and therefore has no effect on the gas.
Thus to use RADICAL for the radiation calcu_ons, it

was necessary to correct for the geomemc attenuation of the

radiation. This was done by expressing the radiative flux in

the precursor as

qv = AFv qrvS (1)

',,,'here qv rS is the radiative flux at the point of intere_ using

the tangent slab approximation and AFv is the geometric

attenuation factor defined by

AF v --

E3(( "v- ";)s'°( - E3("vs'c( >)
E3('v-';)- L('v)

(2)

hn this expression, ]3 is half of the angle subtended by the

_(xly as viewed from the point of interest in the pr_arsor.

LFnis expression is derived in detail by Stanley 19

In the species continuity and energy equatioas, the

terms involving the radiation appear as a divergence of the

tn.ux and are defined to account for the absorption and

emission of radiation at a point. However, simple

d./fferenfiation of equation (1) yields

., ., TS
C_tv vqv rS aAFv

9x A F v c?x ÷ qv 3x (3)

[n this expression, the first term on the right hand side _s the

change in the radiative flux due to the emission and

absorption of radiation and the second term is the change due

to the geometry of the probIem and should not aff_: the

gas. Therefore, the second term was neglected in the flow
Ee!d calculations. Notice that if the second term was

included in the species continuity and energy equation.s, an

essentially transparent radiation would appear to be ab__rbed

due to the spatial variation of the attenuation factor.

In order to properly account for the effects of abso_tion

and emission of radiation on the energy of the gas. it is

n_essary to have an understanding of how each radiative

process physically changes the particles involved. The

effects of the absorption and emission of radiative energy on

the internal energy modes depends on the type of radiative

process as well as the frequency of the photon absorbed or
emitted. Radiative processes can be separated into three

categories: free-free, bound-bound and bound-free. While

free-free and bound-bound processes cause a change in the

energy of the gas with no chemical change, the bound-free

processes are associated with chemical reactions in the gas,

such as phomionizadon or photodissociation.

Photodissociadon of the relatively cool nitrogen in the

precursor occurs through a process called predissociadon, a

radiarionless process in which a molecule transitions from a
discreet electronic state to a dissociated state. 20 In cool

nitrogen, this predissociadon occurs primarily through the

Lyman-Birge-Hopfield molecular band and the subsequent

transfer out of the alfIg state into the repulsive 5Xg+ state,

Figure 1.
The radiative processes included in the calculation of the

emission and absorption in the shock layer and precursor for

this study are given in Table 1. The radiative processes

included in the shock layer are those originally accounted for

in the modified version of RADICAL. These processes

include not only the continuum processes, but also the

atomic lines associated with the nitrogen atom. Since only

continuum processes were included in the precursor, the

continuum mechanisms originally included in RADICAL

were retained. Also, the photoionization of molecular

nitrogen, the Lyman-Birge-Hopfield molecular band and the

dissociation of molecular nitrogen through a continuum

adjoining the Lyman-Birge-Hopfield band were added to the

processes in RADICAL.

The absorption coefficients for photoionization of

molecular nitrogen and the Lyrnan-Birge-Hopfield molecular

band were determined using theoretical expressions derived
according to Zel'dovich and Raizer 21. For the

photoionization process, the absorption coefficient was

found to be given by the expression

N
-1 4 N

k =1.9986x10 z
v 3

(hv)

j kT

**v 1__ e-(Xl-Xj)
-- _ ts ..3

j=j J

('-)

where the photon energy, hv, is given in electron volts.
The lower limit on the summation over the electronic states

in this equation is governed by the requirement that the

photon energy be greater than the binding energy for the

state. Otherwise, the photon has insufficient energy to

cause photoionLzafion.

For this study, the summation in equation (a) was

limited to the lowest four electronic states of the nitrogen



molecule.However,in thecoolprecursorthepopulations
of all exceptthegroundelectronicstateweresmall. It
shouldbenotedthatequation(4)providesvaluesnearthe
ionizationthresholdonthesameorderofmagnitudeasthose
predictedby ZerdovichandRaizer22aswellasthose
predictedbyMart23.

TheabsorptioncoefficientfortheLym_-Birge-Hopfield
molecularbandwasfoundtobe_venby

k
v

16 NN 2
=9.1458.1:10

T
(113,314.97-11,610.14 hv)

T
e

(5)

This equation was obtained from expressions given by
Zel'dovich and Raizer 21 using an absorption oscillator

strength of 3.7x10 -6 from Allen 24 and then correcting to

match experimental predictions given by Watanabe 25. The

absorption coefficient for the dissociation continuum

adjoining this molecular band was assumed to be given by

the expression

-20
k = 4.97x 10 N

v N

2 (6)

The constant in this equation was taken from the data

presented by Watanabe for absorption through this process
in cool air.

Precursor Formulation

For this study, the earth's atmosphere was modeled as

pure nitrogen rather than a nitrogen oxygen mixture. This

approach is a common simplifying assumption when

performing nonequilibrium, hypervelocity flow field

calculations since a nitrogen gas represents the properties of

air quite well. In dealing with the precursor, however, the

primary concern was whether or not the absorption processes

of nitrogen sufficiently model those of air. After careful

consideration it was decided that due to the predominance of

nitrogen in the atmosphere it would be reasonable to

represent the atmosphere as nitrogen in this initial study.
The effects of thermal nonequilibrium in the precursor

were included in this study by permitting the free electrons

and heavy particles to have different temperatures. Further,
it was assumed that the free electrons and electronic states

were in equilibrium at a common temperature, which as
discussed by Nelson and Goulard 11, is one of the limiting

cases for the precursor. For this region of the gas, the

temperature governing the electronic states would normally

be expected to be greater than the heavy particIe temperature

but less than the electron temperature. Thus, ideally a three

temperature model should be used allowing a separate

electronic temperature. Nevertheless, since the mechanisms

and expressions for the transfer of energy between the
electronic states and the free electrons are not well known or

well understood, it was decided to use only a two

temperature model. However, in order to correct for the

local thermodynamic nonequilibrium between the el_trons

and the electronic states, a collision limiting correction 26

was applied to the populations of the molecular electronic
states when computing the radiative emission and absorption

phenomena.
For this study, the mass production rates in the

precursor due to collisional reactions were neglected in

comparison to those due to photochemical reactions. The

photore.actions used in the precursor include the dissociation

of molecular nitrogen and the ionization of both molecular

and atomic nitrogen, i.e.

k
v 1"

N2+ hv _-_ 2N
k

v 2" +

N2_ hv _ N 2 + e-
k

v 3' +
N +hv _--_ N + e-

The elastic collisional terms in the electron/electronic energy

equation were evaluated using the collisional cross sections
of Gnoffo, Gupta and Shinn 27.

The effects of the absorption of radiation through free-

free and bound-bound processes were also included in this

study. While these processes do not cause chemical

reactions, they do cause an increase in the energy of the gas
and their effects must be included in the electron/electronic

energy equation. Absorption through atomic lines was

neglected due to the expected low concentration of atomic

species.

The equations governing the fluid properties on the

stagnation streamline in the precursor are the steady, one-

dimensional, nonequilibrium Euler equations.

Global Continuity

P (;v) =o
ax (7)

Momentum

av &
pv -T;+--g- = o (8)

Energy

pV _H + aq= 0
ax ax (9)



-- ecuations are of the formIn equation (9), H is the total enthalpy of the gm defined in

te:-ms of the static enthalpy such that

1 2
H = h+-4-rV

- (10)

whom

/I
$

h='-5+ Z e +e -_e +e ¢
n=l\ trn r°tn vibn e (I1)

The second term in equation (9) is the _adient of the
radiative flux. This term accounts for the increase or

decrease in the energy of the gas due to absorption and

emission of radiation. In addition to these equations, the

equation of state for a two temperature gas is required,

/'it

n=l F M n + PT_e - p (T e- T)
(12)

To allow for the effects of thermal nonequilibrium, an

electron/elecra-onic energy equation was added to these

equations,

/l s 2
oW _._5 v

-_(pve" ) = - P"77 + v _,,,, • 2
n=l

p

(hv- AEelct.- D )n dis_ _Y v i _ i oqv

• ,..v f hv _ dv
i=1 0 (13)

P (hv_ E upp E tow)
vi\ elct i + elc5 ) &l v

--dr
hv

n Y
mb_

. v f
i=1 0

_q

x

where

n

'( ;)_ + 5" e + e

e e P ee- n=l\ elctn
(14)

-n this equation, ee. is the kinetic energy of the free

e_.ectrons, 2,'2kTe/rae_, while ee[c: n and en ° are the

electronic and zero point energies of the nth species. The

iast three terms on the right hand side of equation (13) allow

for the effects of the absorption of radiation. This equation
"s derived in dem.il in Reference 19.

Chemical nonequilibrium was accounted for in the

_recursor through the addition of a species continuity

equation for each of the five species in the problem. These

-- -- m

s

Y
V n GYt V

f
n h v 3xo

dv

(15)
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The term on the right hand side of equation (15) is the mass

production rate of the nth species due to photoprocesses.

The absorption coefficients, k/vl, k/v2 and k/v3 are those

for the absorption and emission processes associated with

each of the three photochemical reactions discussed

previously. Equation (15) is derived in detait in Reference
19.

In ail of the above equations, the radiative terms, 3q/oh:,

are the changes in the radiative flux due only to the

absorption of rn_ation and not those due to the geometry, of

the problem as discussed in the previous section.

Shock Laver Formulation

In order to properly model the precursor ahead of a

shock wave, it is necessary to know the specrrat details of

the radiation which passes from the shock layer and through

the shock front m the precursor. In order to calculate these
spec'cal details, the conditions of the gas in the shock layer

must be knov.n in detail. For the flight conditions of

interest in this study, a number of important phenomena

such as chemical and thermal nonequilibrium must be

included to properly modet ,,.he shock layer. Also, since the

effects of radiation are of primary importance in the

pr_ursor, it is desirable that they be included in the shock

laver model. "K.'_einclusion of these three phenomena can

si_ir'i _candy affect the radiation and hence the precursor.

For this per'don of the flow field, a viscous shock layer,
VSL. scheme based on a version of the NASA code

VSL3DNQ 2s "aas used. The version of VSL3DNQ used in

this study was modified ex:ensively by Carlson and Gaily 29.

The_ modifications primarily involved the nonequilibrium

chemist.q¢ and the effecm of thermal nonequilibrium.

ORK_:N L PA3E IS

OF POOR QUALITY



However, they also modified the code to allow the shock

layer and radiation calculations to be coupled to the gas

dynamics, thus incorporating the effects of the emission and

absorption of radiation inta the flow field solution.

R_ult$ and Discussion

Figure 2 compares of the electron mass fractions found
by Omura and PresIev 15.16 in the precursor ahead of a

shock wave in a nitrogen gas to those calculated using the

present method. Omura and Presley measurext the e!ecaon

densities in the precursor using a 12 inch shock tube. The

shock velocity, for their case was 11.89 Km./sec. Shown in

this figure, along with Omura and Presley's results, are two

curves showing the eI_tron mass fractions calculated using
the current method. The dashed curve was calculated using

Omura and Presley's freestream conditions and shock

velocity with a 12 inch diameter body. However, the solid

curve was calcuIated using a lower freestream density and

pressure than Omura and Presley along with a larger

diameter body scaled so that the conditions match those of

Omura and Presley's case using binary, scaling.

As can be seen from this figure, the electron mass

fractions calculated using this method match those found by

Omura and Presley reasonably well near the shock front.

However, far from the shock the',' deviate. It is believed that
the differences in the electron mass fraction far from the

shock are due to the reflection of the radiative flux off of the

shock tube walls in the Omura and PresIey case. This

reflection shoutd greatiy increase the quantity of radiation

present far ahead of the shock wave over that which _ould

be present in a free field such as is being used for the

calcuIations. T'nis increased presence of radiation far from

the shock would induce greater absorption and thus an

increase in the production of electrons due to

photoionization. It is also interesting to note how weI1 the

two sets of calculations match using binary, scaling.
_ne results discussed in the remainder of this section are

representative of "typical" conditions for an aerobr_e

vehicle entering the earth's atmosphere upon return from

Mars. These results were calculated for the stagnation
streamline of a 2.3 meter nose radius vehicle at thr_

_titudes, 72 Kin, 75 Km and 80 Kin. The shock layer

calculations were made using 52 points ber_,_n the shock

wave and the body and allowing for atomic local

thermodynamic nonequilibrium as well as

radiation/gasdynamic coupling. The radiation calculations

•.'ere made using 74. continuum frequency points selected to

provide good spectral detail in the ultraviolet absorption

region of interest in the precursor. A wall temperature of

1650 °K was used in both the shock layer and the radiation
calculations.

72 Kin, 16 Km/._

Figure 3 shows the heavy particle temperature,

electron/electronic temperatt5_, pressure and the five species
mole fraction variations through the precursor for this case.

The radia.tive flux through t_'neshock front for this case was

1,385.0 W/cm 2 and the spec,-al details of this radiation are

shown in Fim.u'e 4. The shock standoff distance for this case
was 6.60 cm. The radiation emitted from the shock layer for

this case was the greatest of nil of those considered. Thus

this case experienced the largest flow field perturbations in

the precursor region.

From these figures, it can be seen that the heavy

particle temperature and pressure increased steadily through

the precursor region. However, even for this extreme case

the changes in these values were small. The density and

velocity of the gas were found to be essentially constant in

the precursor. This behavior verifies what was shown by
Tiwari and Szema 13,1a and assumed by many
othersl0,11,12,15

The eiectron/electronic energy of the gas also incr_ed

from a value of essentially zero in the freestream to a value

on the order of 109 immediately ahead of the shock front. It

should be noted that 99 percent of the radiative energy

absorbed in the precursor at'fee.ted the electron/electronic

energy of the gas and only 1 percent of the ener D' affected

the heavy' particle translational, rotational and vibrational

energies of the gas. Likewise, of the increase in the

el_tron/eleztronic energy, 96 percent was involved with

increase in the zero point energy of the gas. Therefore, the

majority of the energy absorbed in the precursor was

involved with the ionization and dissociation of the gas.

The electron/electronic tem_rature behaved differently

in the precursor than the other gas properties. It increased

steadily to a maximum value of approximately 6,300 °K at a

distance of..t'0 shock standoff distances ahead of the body. It

• en decre_ed rapidly to a v.<ue of 4.,290 °K immediately
ahead of the shock front. This decrease in the

e!ectron/e!ecn'onic temperature was a result of the production

of "low" energy electrons through photoionization caused by

photons of frequencies only slightly larger than the
ionization threshold of N2. The production of these "low"

ener_ el_a-ons caused a dec,_ase in the average energy per
electron, hence a decrease in the electron/electronic

temperature. That this decrease was a result of the

production of "low" energy e!ectrons rather than due to a

transfer of energy from the electrons through elastic
collisions was evident since there was no decrease in the

eIectron/electronic energy accompanying this decr_ in the

eI_tron/electronic temperature. This decrease also coincided

with a region of rapid increase in the electron concentration

in the gas due to the photoionizarion of molecular nitrogen.

The photons with energy near the ionization threshold

of molecular nitrogen were ab__rbed rapidly in front of the

shock since the strongest absounon region for an ionization

process is at frequencies near the threshold. The higher

enerw' photons in the weaker absorption range, far from the



threshold,escapedtodistancesfurtherfrom the shock v,here

they were absorbed causing the creation of high energy

electrons. The production of these high energy etec_-ons

resulted in a high el_trenfe!ectronic temperature far from the

shock. However, although the electron/electronic

temperature was high far from the shock the electron mass

fraction in this re.o-ion was extremely small. It should be

noted that a similar decrease in the precursor eIectron
temperature near the shock was also predicted by Foley and
Clarke 12, although the,,' am-ibuted it to collisional e!ectron

impact ionization.

Considering the mole fractions of the five species, it
can be seen that the dominant chemical reaction far from the

shock was the photoionization of atomic nitrogen.
However, near ,,he shock photoionization of molecular

nitrogen dominated. The mole fractions of the ionized

nitrogen molecule immediately ahead of the shock ',,,'ere at

least an order of magnitude greater than those for the

nitrogen atom and ionized nitrogen atom; although, there

were significant quantities of all three species.

Due to the fact that the dominant change in the

precursor was due to the photoionization of molecular
nitrogen, the thic'._ess of the precursor was considered to be

the distance through which this reaction had an effect. By

this definition, for this case the shock precursor thickness

was in the range of 75 shock standoff distances, or a.95 cm.

Although there was a slight heating of the gas as well as the

production of nir.-ogen atoms through photodissociation at
greater distances from the shock, their effects were small

compared to the changes within 495 cm of the shock front.

As can be seen in Figure 4, the radiation propagating

through the shock wave from the shock layer into the

precursor was dis_buted over a wide range of frequencies. A

large portion of this radiative energy was in the infrared
frequency range (by < 5 eV). Most of the radiation in this

region ',,,'as emit'ed by tiqe ent.ry body itseIf; although,

embedded within _'_e continuum radiation from the body

were a number of atomic iines. Also, the peak of radiation
near 3.5 eV was due to three molecular bands, the 1st
negative band of,V 2- and the 1st and 2nd positive bands of

.V2. There ',,,'as als.o a large quantity of radiative energy in

,.he ultraviolet frequency range. That above 10 eV was due

.:'rimariiy to the Btrge-Hopfie!d band of molecular nitrogen
as well as the ionization continuum and lines of atomic

ni_ogen. Through the visible frequency ranges (5 eV 5_hv

_<8 eV) there was very li_e radiative ener_.

The second c,m"ve on Figure 4 shows the radiative tlux

at a position 75 shock s_.tandoff distances ahead of the shock

front uncorrected for the geometric attenuation. By

comparing this uncorrected radiative flux to the radiative flux

"_hrough the shock front, it is possible to ascertain in '*hat

portion of the frequency m..nge the cool precursor absorbed.

This figure shows that the precursor absorbed radiation

su-ongly at frequencies a_c','e the ionization threshold of

molecular nitrogen, 15.59 eV. Although there was energy

absorbed at frequencies less than this threshold due to

photodissociation of molec',dar nin-ogen and photoionization

of atomic nitrogen, the amount of energy absorbed in these

processes was small compared to that absorbed in the

photoionization of molecu_m.r nitrogen. This result a_ees

with the previous statements that the dominant reaction was
molecular ionization.

Through the course of this study it was found that even

though there was signific_t production of dissociated and

ionized nitrogen in the p_cursor region, the precursor had

very little effect on the gas in the shock layer. By including

these perturbed preshock conditions in the viscous shock

layer calculations, it was found that they had negligible

effect on the shock layer solution and produced no

measurable change in the radiative heat transfer to the body.

The primary change due to the inclusion of the precursor

was in the conditions of uhe gas immediately behind the

shock wave. Neglecting the precursor, the mass fractions

for the free electrons, ions and atoms were zero upon

crossing the shock: however, including the effects of the

precursor these mass fractions had nonzero values. Likewise,

including the effects of fine precursor resulted in a slight

increase in the electron temperature in the region

immediately behind the shock front. However, within two

spatial points of the shock front the shock layer solutions

with and without the prec ,tz:..or a_eed.

__m, mea-ic Srudies

Figure 5 shows the el_tron number densities and the

electron/electronic temperature in the precursor for three

cases. All three of these cases were at a velocity of 16

Kin/see; however, each c',_e was at a different altitude, 72

Kin, 75 Km and 80 Kin. "IZ'_eshock standoff distance and

radiative flux through the shock front for each of these cases

are presented in Table 2.

From these figures, it can be seen that for a constant

velocity the magnitude of the changes in the precursor

increased with decreasing altitude. This inverse rehtionship

corresponds with trends obse,'eed by Dobbins _ and was a
result of two factors. First rand foremost, as shown in Table

2, with the decrease in altitude the radiative flux through the
shock increased due to an increase ia the extent of the

equilibrium region in the shock layer. Second, with the

increase in density, at the lower altitudes, a lar_er percentage

of the radiation passing through the shock ,,was absorbed

before being attenuated due :.o the _m_a-v.
It should also be noted "nat as the altitude de,eased, the

Ieng_h of the precursor region decreased. This change was a

result of the increased density at the lower altitudes, which

caused the radiative mean f._,-ec_paths to d_rease. Hence, the
radiation was absorbed in a shorter distance ahead of the

shock. This trend was also p_dicted by previous studies. 11

Figure 6 shows the electron number densities and



electronJelectronictemperatureforfourca._s.All of these
caseswereat analtitudeof 80Km andthefreestreasn
velocitiesrangedfrom10to 16Km/sec.Theshockstandoff
distanceandradiative flux through the _hock front for each

of these cases are presented in Table 2.

From these figures, it can be seen that at a constant

altitude, as the freestream velocity increased the magnitude
of the electron number densities in the precursor also
increased. This trend was a result of the increase in the

equilibrium temperature in the shock layer as the velocity

increased and the accompanying rise in the radiative flux

through the shock front; this trend is also in agreement with
the results and predictions of previous researchers.16,17 The

pr_ursor thickness also increased with velocity, again as a

result of the increased radiative flux with velocity. As the

radiative energy passing through the shock increased, a larger
distance was required for this energy to be absorbed or
attenuated ahead of the shock.

The increase in the velocity had varied effects on the

electron/electronic temperature, however. The electron/

electronic temperature at the shock decr_eased with velocity
from 10 to 14 Km/sec. However, from t4 to 16 Km/sec it

increased. This varied effect is due to differences in the

quantity of "low" energy electrons created immediately ahead

of the shock due to the ionization of mol_ular nitrogen. In
fact, at 10 Km/sec there was insufficient ionization of

molecular nitrogen ahead of the shock to cause a decrease in

the electron/electronic temperature.

Conclusions

In this paper, a model for predicting the magnitude and

characteristics of the shock wave precursor ahead of a

hypervelocity vehicle has been presented. This method

includes detailed mass production for phetodissociation and

photoionization and accounts for the eff_ts of emission and

absorption on the individual energy modes of the gas. This
technique includes the effects of both chemical and thermal

nonequilibrium as well as in the radiative flux calculations

the consequences of local thermodynamic nonequilibrium for

the molecular species.
This method has been used to determine the shock wave

precursor ahead of vehicles entering the earth's atmosphere

u_n return from Mars. Comparison of the results to
previous shock tube studies has shown that the method

provides reasonably accurate results. The test cases have

shown that there is significant production of atoms, ions,

and electrons ahead of the shock front and that the precursor
is characterized by molecular ionization and an enhanced

electron/electronic temperature. However, the precursor has

negligible effect on the subsequent shock layer flow field.
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Table 1: Radiative Processes Included in the Shock

Layer and Precursor

Radiative Process

Shock Layer.

Free-Free, Bremsstra.hlung

N - Low Frequency ionization

(Hi_-aly excited states)

- Hi_, Frequency Ionization

(Grcmnd and f'u"sttwo excited

st,a.t_)

- Atomic Lines

N2 - Birge-Hopfield Molecular Band

- Ist Positive Molecular Band

- 2nd Positive Molecular Band

N2 +- 1st Negative Molecular Band

Fl'eq, Rm:ge

0.0< hv

0.0< hv

10.9 < hv

6.50 < hv < 12.77

0.75 < hv < 4.5

0.75 < hv < 4.5

2.23 < hv < 4.46

PrecLLrsor

Free-Free, Bremsstrahlung

N - Low Frequency Ionization

(HigNy excited states)

- High Frequency Ionization

(Ground and first two excited

states)
N2 - IonizaEon Continuum

(Ground mad F_st t.Fa'ee excited

- Bixge-Hopfie!d Molecular Band

- ist Positive Molecular Band

- 2nd Positive Molecular Band

- Lyman-Birge-Hopfield MoIecuIar
Band

- Dissociation Continuum

(Adjoining Lyman-Bixge-Hopfield

molec'alar band)

N2 +- Ist Negative Molecular Band

0.0 < hv

0.0 < hv

10.8 < hv

8.24 < hv

6.5 < hv < 12.77

0.75 < hv < 4.5

0.75 < hv < 4.5

4.77 < hv < 9.78

9.78 < hv

2.23 < hv < 4.46

Table 2: Shock Standoff Distances and Radiative Fluxes

V Alt. Xshock qshock

(Km/sec) (Kin) (cm) OV/cm 2)

16 72 6.60 1,385.0

16 75 6.72 776.2

16 80 7.25 264.5

14 80 8.69 126.9

12 80 10.70 65.9

10 80 11.14 54.2
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Effect of Electron Temperature and Impact Ionization on
Martian Return AOTV Flowfields

Leland A. Carlson* and Thomas A. Gallyt

Texas A&M University, College Station, Texas 77843

Various electron impact ionization models in conjunction with a quasiequilibrium electron temperature model
have been investigated and applied to the stagnation region of a hypothetical 2.3-m nose radius Martian return
aeroassisted orbital transfer vehicle (AOTV). For the conditions considered, U = 12 km/s at 80 kin, both

multitemperature inviscid and viscous results indicate that a two-step ionization impact model predicts ioniza-
tion distances in agreement with experimental data, that nonequilibrium chemistry and radiation effects are
important throughout the stagnation zone, and that the quasiequilibrium electron temperature model is reason-

able. Also, using a nongray, emission-absorption radiation step model, it is shown that nonequilibrium causes a
reduction in radiative heating from that predicted for equilibrium conditions and that, compared to an adiabatic
wall, a cool wall (1650 K) results in a 28-45°70 reduction in radiative heating due to absorption near the wall.

Introduclion

N the future, various space programs will be conducted
that will require the efficient return of large payloads to

low Earth orbit (LEO) from missions to the moon or planets
such as Mars. To accomplish this task, the return vehicles will

utilize aerocapture techniques that will involve re-entry and
deceleration at high altitudes, and to design these vehicles, a

thorough understanding of the physical phenomena will be

required. Because of the high altitudes associated with aero-

capture, ttie vehicle flow fields will be dominated by chemical,
thermal, and radiative nonequilibrium phenomena, which in

many cases have not been extensively studied since the Apollo
era. _ Recently, as a result of the Aeroassisted Flight Experi-

ment (AFE) program, results have been presented for aerocap-

ture flowfields in the range of 7.5-10 km/s (Refs. 2-7). These

results have demonstrated the importance of nonequilibrium

phenomena in this flight regime.
However, for a Martian return vehicle the minimum nomi-

nal Earth entry velocity is approximately 12 km/s and the

vehicle might be required under certain conditions to be able

to operate and survive at Earth entry speeds up to 16 km/s. g

At these higher velocities, the nonequilibrium phenomena will
be different from those associated with the AFE vehicle. In the

stagnation region, for ex_tmple, nonequilibrium should be

dominated by electron impact ionization processes instead of

dissociation reactions; extepsive thermal nonequili.brium in-

volving a t least three temperatures (heavy particle, vibra-

tional, and electro n ) will exist; and the radiative heat transfer
may be significantly affected by local thermodynamic

nonequilibrium or nonequilibrium radiation effects. In addi-

tion, the electron temperature and nonequilibrium chemistry

will be strongly coupled, and this couplin 8 will influence the
radiative heat transfer to the vehicle. Furthermore, at the

Presented as Paper 89-1729 at the AIAA 24th Thermophysics Con-
ference, Buffalo, NY, June 12-14, 1989; received July 13, 1989;
revision received Dec. 18, 1989. Copyright © 1990 by the American
Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Inc. All rights reserved.

*Professor, Department of Aerospace Engineering. Associate Fel-
low AIAA.

"_Research Assistant, Department of Aerospace Engineering. Stu-
dent Member AIAA.

higher end of the velocity range (14-16 km/s), the radiative

transfer an d the flowfleld gasdynamics will be coupled due to
the significant energy losses associated with radiation cooling.

Currently, several different engineering models and reaction

rates have been postulated for electron impact ionization

chemistry, all of which depend on the accurate prediction of

electron temperature. The purpose of the present effort is to

examine these different electron impact ionization models us-

ing flowfield results obtained from both inviscid and viscous,

nonequilibrium chemistry, multitemperature computational
models. By comparing the results with each other, the conse-

quences of using a specific model can be determined. Further-
more, by comparing these results with experimental data, a

suitable ionization model for the stagnation region can be
determined.

Problem Formulation

Flowfield Models

Iia this study both inviscid and viscous flowfield representa-
tions have been utilized. For the inviscid calculations an im-

proyed version of a previously developed 6 nonequilibrium

chemistry axisyrnmetric ilaverse method based on the work of
Grosse 9 has been utilized as the basic Euler equation flow

solver. This method permits arbitrary chemistry, includes op-

tions for a variety of vibration dissociation coupling models,

and, in the compu[ation of radiative transfer, accounts for
nongray gas spectral gaad local thermodynamic nonequi-

librium phenomena. For the present effort it has been further
modified to include an glectron temperature model and both

one- and two-step atomic ionization models.

Since at the high altitudes and low densities of interest in

aerocapture both viscous phenomena and wall thermal

bound_ary-layer effects will be important, calculations have

also been obtained using a modified version of the NASA

Langley r_onequilibrium chemistry viscous shock-layer code

VSL3DNQ, which is an axisymmetric version of the SHTNEQ
code described in Ref. I0. Like the inviscid code, this viscous

shock-layer (VSL) method has al_o been modified to include

an electrorl temperature model and both one- and two-step

atomic ionization formulations. In addition, it has been com-

bined with a nongray emission-absorption radiation model to

permit the computation of radiative heat transfer. However,

the effects of radiation gasdynami¢ coupling due to radiation

cooling have _aot yet been included in the VSL formulation.
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Electron Impact Ionization

At conditions of interest for Earth return from Mars, the

nonequilibrium chemistry region behind the bow shock will be

dominated by ionization chemistry. Initially, ions will be pro-

duced via [eactions involving NO* and N:* and precursor
photoionization, but once significant dissociation has oc-

curred and reasonable amounts of atomic nitrogen and oxygen

are present, the atoms will directly ionize in collisional reac-

tions. Of these the most important are the electron impact
reactions:

N+e- =N + +e- +e- (la)

O+e- =O + +e- +e- (lb)

since they can induce electron avalanche and, thus, strongly

affect the length and character of the nonequilibrium zone.
The classical model for these reactions uses standard forms

for the species production terms, reaction rates, and equi-

librium constant. This approach essentially assumes that the

ionization mechanism proceeds via a one-step process, and a

widely used set of reaction rates for these reactions consists of

the following:

For N+e- =N + +e- +e-,

k/= 1.1 × 1032Te -3j4 exp (- 169,000/T_) (2)

kb = 2.2 x 10_Tc -4"5 (3)

where ks and k0 are the forward and reverse rate coefficients
based on the local electron temperature Te.

For O+ e- =O + +e- +e-,

kf = 3.6 × 1031T, -_'9_ exp( -- 158,000/T_) (4)

kb = 2.2 × 104°To -45 (5)

Following normal practice, it is assumed that in these reac-

tions the governing temperatures are the electron tempera-

tures. These rates were presented by Kang et al. u as part of an

extensive reaction chemistry set, and results using this set

yielded good agreement with electron probe measurements on

the flank region of the RAM-C flight vehicle experiment. Both

recombination coefficients, Eqs. (3) and (5), have the form
resulting from elementary I2 and variational theory three-body

collision theory, _3and the coefficient is near the upper bound

determined by Makin and Keck. t_ In fact, several figures in

Ref. 11 are labeled "Results are for upper-bound reaction rate
coefficients for de-ionization reactions."

Similar recombination rates were also used in reflected

shock-tunnel nozzle flow investigations of C + recombination

and O2- and N{ dissociative recombination in which good

results were obtained. _<6 However, as noted by the investiga-
tors, these experiments may not have been sensitive to these

reactions since in one case the leading coefficient in Eq. (3)
was varied by plus and minus two orders of magnitude with no

effect on the data./6 Also, these laboratory and flight experi-
ments were for flows dominated by recombination and at

lower electron densities and temperatures (2500-8000 K) than

those that are of interest in the current investigation. Thus,
although not establishing the validity of these rates for the

present conditions, these experiments do not indicate that they
are incorrect.

However, Park TM measured the nitrogen ionic recombina-

tion rate at a nominal temperature of 10,000 K using an arc

plasma wind tunnel and obtained values that corresponded to
a recombination rate of

k_, = 5.02 x 10_:Te -5"'_ (6)

which is in reasonable agreement with the value of Kang et
aI) _ He also suggested that the forv,ard rate be obtained from

0 15! PARKI58) & gANG ET AL BASED

I ON RECOMHhNATION EXPTS.

_ _=_-- raNG rr _

• 10 "_/ .A/ _:- r_TE for two s_

10 _o

i0 '2 ,
10'

TEMPERATURE DEG K

]Fig. 1 Comparison of forward rate constants for N+e-=N ÷
-be- +e-.

the equilibrium constant, K,q, via

Keq = k//kb (7)

Both the Park forward rate corresponding to Eq. (6) and the

Kang et al. forward rate given in Eq. (2) are plotted in Fig. 1.

As can be seen, the agreement between the two rates over the
range of electron temperatures of interest in the present study

is good.

Now it should be recognized that, for the high temperatures

of interest in the present effort, three-body deionization re-

combination will include significant electron capture into low-

lying levels and collisional de-excitation should be rapid.12 In

addition, although the atomic electronic excited state popula-

tions may be in a Boltzmann distribution during recombina-

tion [i.e., local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE)], at Te,

experimental evidence '9 indicates that many of the excited

state population densities may not be in equilibrium with the

number density of free electrons. As will be discussed later,

this nonequilibrium with the free electrons during recombina-
tion is in contrast with the behavior that can be assumed to

occur behind a shock wave during ionization.
Recently, Park _ used a two-temperature ionizing air model

and obtained good agreement with shock-tube, shock-tunnel,

and flight measurements of phenomena immediately behind a

shock front and/or in the stagnation zone and forward face
region of blunt bodies. For these studies several of the reaction

rates were adjusted in order to yield good comparisons with

experimental data, and the forward rates for the reactions in

Eq. (1) are considerably different from those given by Eqs.

(2-7). These rates consist of the following:

For N+e- =N ÷ +e- +e-,

k/= 2.5 x 1033Te -3"82 exp(- 168,600/Te) (8)

For O+e- =O- +e- +e-,

ks = 3.9 x 103STe -3"78 exp( - 158,500/T_) (9)

and the forward rate for atomic nitrogen electron impact

ionization is plotted in Fig. 1. Note that it is almost two orders
of magnitude smaller than the rates based on recombination.

The second model for atomic ionization is an engineering

approximation based on various theories involving the ioniza-
tion of argon 2°--'* and the application of these theories to

nitrogen and oxygen. :-_,-'6This approach assumes that atomic

ionization is not a one-step process but proceeds via a two-step

chain involving excitation to an excited state followed by rapid

ionization controlled by the local charged particle concentra-

tions and the electron temperature. This concept applies not
only to electron impact ionization but also to heavy particle

ionization invoIving atom-atom and atom-ion collisions.
Unfortunately, because of the two-step process, the usual

mass production rate formulation is not completely adequate.
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Forexample,assumethattheatom-atomionizationprocess
proceedsasfollows:

Nz+M=N*+M (10)

N*=N ÷+e- (11)

whereN* refersto atomicnitrogenin anexcitedstate.By
assumingthatthefirststepisratedetermining,thatdN*/dtis
approximatelyzero,andthatthegroundstateconcentration
approximatelyequalstheatomconcentration,kineticsyields
therateof species mass production per unit volume &_ to be

A similar analysis for M = N + ionization yields

&_,N÷ = 9Tt_k/[N][N ÷ ]

/s:* x'_ -1
:).' +'./

x 1- Q<_Q_I+ [N] /
_J

whereas,

(17)

for electron impact ionization, M = e-, the result is

&N'.,ot_= _lZNIkfIN, I[MI --kbIN*I[M]I + &y.,n (12)

where kI and k, are for Eq. (10), brackets denote concentra-

tion, fflZsis the molecular weight of species s, and the subscript

I1 refers to Eq. (11). However, by assumption,

{_e,e

I gl exp/_Te/A _V[e ? ] IN + ]- I
=_'L,k:IN]Ie-] 1- Q__Q_t+[N] j (18)

so that

_N',total = 0

d_..n = - gT_NIk:[N,][M]-kn[N*l[M]l (13)

But k I and k, are related by the equilibrium constant for Eq.
(10):

g* exp (-E*/kT) = k__.l
K_q-

gg kb

where g is the degeneracy of the indicated energy level E, and

k is the Boltzmann constant. Thus, Eq. (13) becomes

(
gg exp

(E*IkT) IN*I 7w._',ll= -- 9"iZNk/IN_]IM]/1
-- _ -) (14)(.

At this point, a rate expression relating the excited state to the

ions and free electrons could be introduced instead. However,

based on experimental evidence for monoatomic gases, 19,:4 it
can be assumed as an approximation that the excited states of

nitrogen are in equilibrium with the free electrons and ions at

the electron temperature. Thus,

NeNN + Q_I + Qc- exp (-X/kTe)

NN. g*
(15)

Similar expressions could be obtained for atomic oxygen ion-
ization.

Notice that the production rates involving heavy particles
(atoms and ions) are governed by both the electron and the

heavy particle temperature, whereas the production rate for

the atom-electron reactions involves only the electron temper-
ature but has the classical form. Furthermore, the forward

rate coefficient is for the limiting step and only uses the energy

of the assumed excited state and not the ionization energy.

Wilson, 2s using the work of Petschek and Byron, :_ assumed

that the rate-limiting step in the ionization process was the

excitation of the atoms to the level involving the largest energy

jump, i.e., to the 3s4P for nitrogen and to the 3s5S state for
oxygen, and they proposed a form for the excitation rate. It

should be noted that for oxygen and nitrogen this rate-limiting
step is for the temperatures of interest here and differs from

that used in Ref. 13, which was only 2.5 eV below the ioniza-
tion level.

Using this theory, Wilson obtained good agreement with
shock-tube data for ionization distances behind shock waves

in air. Subsequently, these forms were used to deduce rates

that were used to study nonequilibrium radiating phenomena

behind reflected shock waves :6 and the AFE stagnation re-
gion .6

Thus, based on the theory and results presented in Refs.

24-26, reaction rates consistent with the two-step approximate

model given by Eqs. (10-18) consist of the following:
For N+e- =N + +e- +e-,

where X is the ionization potential from the excited state, Qffi

is the electronic partition function of species s, and Qe- is the

partition function for the electrons defined by For

kI = 4.16 x 1013T_e "5 exp(- 120,000/Te)

O+e- =O + +e- +e-,

(19)

2 rm_k Te'_ 3/2
Q=_ =2\- -_- -,]

where h is the Planck constant and me is the electron particle

mass. Substituting Eq. (15) into Eq. (14) and noticing that

For

+N+

k s. = 5.49 x 1013T_e"5exp( - 104,500/T0 (20)

N+N=N ÷ +e- +N and N+N + =N + +e-

ks. = 2.34 X 101iT °5 exp( - 120,000IT) (21)

d}e,l l = (_'_e/_"_N)C.ON.,II

yields, for M = N,

i (e. -1
exp +Z-:)>'"te-ltN+l[

<.:,<,N= _Jc:tNI: i - (7_- Q_-_+l-ffi j 06)

where A V is Avogadro's constant, and the subscript 11 is

replaced by the incident particle for the two-step reaction, M.

The forward rate given by Eq. (19) is also shown in Fig. 1
and is in reasonable agreement with the ionization rate of
Park: As can be seen, both of the rates associated with

ionization processes are considerably slower than those de-

duced from recombination experiments and theory. However,

the difference might be due to fundamental differences in the

processes involved. In the shock-tube case the process is dom-

inated by forward ionization, and in the rate derivation it was

assumed that the excited states were in equilibrium with the

free electrons and ions. In the shock- and arc-tunnel experi-

ments, the chemistry is dominated by recombination, and, as

mentioned earlier, there is experimental evidence _9 that during
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recombinationtheexcitedstatesmaynotbeinequilibrium
withthefreeelectrons.

Electron Temperature Model

Besides chemical nonequilibrium, it is possible for a par-
tially ionized gas to have regions of thermal nonequilibrium
between electrons and the other heavier species. Such thermal

nonequilibrium occurs because the rate of energy exchange
between electrons and heavy particles is very slow due to the

large mass differences in the species, and it is characterized by
different free electron and heavy particle temperatures. Since

-- atomic ionization and radiative transfer are dependent on and

strongly coupled to the electron temperature, accurate models

for computing it are essential.

Over the years a variety of models for determining the

electron temperature have been presented 4-6'2°-2L26'28-33 that

differ in detail, level of complexity, and ease of solution. All

of these start from the equation representing conservation of

electron energy, which can be written as

D(peh¢) . D(u) 0 /e O "_

Dt +PeUc'--'_-+_r'qe+ peh=_r'u )

u]Dt _r; - NcXe. Ue

U 2 S

-" -- = _ (_ej + U='Pej)+ Qe (22)
_e 2 )=t

If Bremmstrahlung and viscous stress effects are ignored,

this equation becomes, showing only one dimension for sim-

plicity,

Ohe Opo+_ _X, TXj _x _°eUehe);'u"_x-U-_x ax

-- 0 u _ ap__._
+,_ehe-he_ CoWe)-_e-T =Uo ax

$

+ E (,%+ ud'e)+ Qe (23)
j=l

where the first term on the right side represents the effect of
external forces and is obtained from the electron momentum

equation; the second term accounts for the rate of energy gain

by electrons due to elastic encounters because of thermal
motion of the particles; the third term represents the energy

gain resultir/g from elastic encounters because of the relative
fluid motion of the electrons; and the last term represents

energy change due to inelastic encounters. The velocity Ue is

the electron diffusion velocity.

In the past, several investigators, 2°-23'26 using the full elec-

tron energy equation, have obtained results which indicate

that when significant ionization is present in the postshock

nonequilibrium zone the electron temperature is essentially
constant at a value 10-15% above the theoretical equilibrium

temperature until the heavy particle temperature falls to that
value. After that, the two temperatures are essentially the

same. Obviously, the use of such a constant temperature

would simplify the electron temperature calculations, and this

approach has been used in approximate flowfield solutions n.34
and was considered for the present study. However, prelimi-

nary calculations demonstrated the difficulty of selecting a

priori an appropriate effective constant electron temperature,

and this approach was abandoned.

Another approach successfully used in the past for AFE
flowfields 4.6 is to assume that the nitrogen vibrational temper-

ature and the electron temperature are equal and to combine

the electron and vibrational energy equations. This method is

based on experimental data 35 and theoretical calculations 4'5
which show that, near 7000 K, vibrational processes strongly

influence the electron temperature. However, for the condi-

tions of the present study, temperatures are normally above

10,000 K, dissociation occurs rapidly behind the shock front,
and the concentration of N2 is very low over most of the

nonequilibrium zone. Thus, vibration electronic coupling

should not be significant, and this approach was not utilized in

the present study.
Another model that has been used in the past 32"33is the

"quasiequilibrium approximation," in which all derivative

terms are neglected in the electron energy equation. If it is

further assumed that the charge exchange cross section be-
tween atoms and ions is sufficient to ensure that they have the

same diffusion velocity and, due to rapid dissociation, that the
concentration of diatomic molecules is low over most of the

shock layer, then diffusion terms can also be neglected. Thus,

Eq. (23) becomes

U2 S

&ehe- " --= _ _ey+Qe (24)
o_e 2 )=I

Since vibration electronic coupling has been neglected, the

inelastic term Qe is composed of effects due to chemical reac-
tions involving electrons. When an electron is created by an
electron-atom reaction, the electron that caused the ionization

will lose energy equivalent to the ionization potential El plus
the energy of the created electron, which on the average is,
say, e,_. The original electrons will rapidly equilibrate by
elastic collisions and will have collectively lost energy El + e,,.

The equilibration between the original electrons and the newly
created one will not affect the energy per unit volume since it

only involves a transfer of energy from one particle to an-
other. Thus, the net energy loss from an electron atom ioniza-

tion process is E/, and the total is &e._Et/me.
Similarly, every time an atom-atom ionization occurs, an

electron of average energy e,4A is created, and the total energy

gain for these processes is &e,AA ca.4/rn,. This is also the case
for atom-ion ionization. Thus,

Qe _e,eAEl _e.AA eAA _de,Al CA[=--- + -- + (25)
me me me

For the present conditions, however, the electron-atom pro-
cess should be the dominant ionization mechanism and the last

two terms should be negligible. 21':6 For the parts of the flow-

field where the other reactions are important, the concentra-
tion of electrons should be low enough that any error resulting

from neglecting them in Eq. (25) should be small. Thus, only

the first term of Eq. (25) need be retained.
General forms for the elastic interaction terms have been

derived using collision integral theory in Ref. 36. Since diffu-

sion effects are ignored in the quasiequilibrium model, these
interaction terms can be reduced to

_: = [(meTO'a/mjlS,.iNeNi(1.03478 x 10-2J)(T- 7"=) (26)

where centimeter-gram-second units are assumed; terms in-

volving me have been dropped relative to heavy particle

masses; and So is the collision cross section between electrons

and species j.

By substituting Eqs. (25) and (26) into Eq. (24), dropping

the small term involving u 2 and rearranging, an approximate

equation for the free electron temperature is

1.23357 x 10-1°
To=T-

T_a SXte - ]me

( ')X ¢be,eNEIN + &exoE/o + &e _ kTe
(27)

where

SX = NNSeN + NoS¢o + NN + SeN + + N¢o. S_.

+ ½ (NN2 + No,)Se,,,4
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Notethatthisequationisnonlinearsincethecrosssectionsare
functionsof translationalandelectrontemperatureaswellas
concentrationsandthatthevariousproductionratesalsode-
pendonbothtemperatures.In thepresentstudyaniterative
methodfor solvingthisequationhasbeendevelopedand
includedinboththeinviscidandviscousflowfieldsolvers.

ChemistryModels

Since the primary objective of the present effort is to use

multitemperature flowfield models to investigate the effect of
different impact ionization models, the reaction chemistry

schemes have been kept as simple as possible. For air, the 10
species, 11 reaction model shown in Table 1 has been used.

Although this scheme is not as complete as some others (Ref.
11, for example), it should be adequate for the present study.

In addition, numerical experiments were conducted using for
the nitrogen dissociation reaction a series of reaction rates that

varied by several orders of magnitude. For the conditions

investigated, no significant effects on the ionization processes
were observed.

However, since the air model did not contain all possibili-

ties, particularly with respect to dissociation and oxygen ion-

ization, results have also been obtained assuming a pure nitro-

gen freestream. At the conditions of interest, nitrogen is a

reasonable representation of nonequilibrium radiating air,

and more details can be included using a smaller number of

species and reactions. The nitrogen reaction chemistry set

consisting of five species and eight reactions is shown in Table

2. Notice that charge exchange is included.

In general, with the exception of the atomic ionization
reactions, the rates shown in Tables 1 and 2 are similar to

those used by other investigators 3,6.26.33,35and are in the form

k.t;,b = AT 8 exp ( - E/T)

As noted in the tables, computations involving the one-step

ionization models and the rates in Eqs. (2-5) will be termed

case 1, and those using the two-step ionization model and the
rates in Eqs. (19) and (20) are case 2.

Vibration Dissociation Coupling

It is well established that, in general, vibration dissociation

coupling strongly influences the dissociation of diatomic

molecules. 4-6 However, at the temperatures and velocities as-

sociated with the present study, dissociation occurs rapidly,
and the influence of vibration dissociation coupling on the

ionization processes is small. To confirm this, numerical ex-

periments were conducted with the inviscid flowfleld model

using vibrational equilibrium, coupled vibration-dissociation-
vibration (CVDV) coupling, and modified CVDV (MCVDV)
coupling, and no significant differences between the results
regarding the ionization processes were observed. Conse-

quently, in the inviscid flow solver, the MCVDV model devel-

oped in Ref. 6 has been used. This coupling model includes
corrections to the Landau-Teller relaxation time correlation to

prevent unrealistically short relaxation times at high tempera-
tures and accounts for the diffusive nature of vibrational

relaxation at high temperatures:
In its original form the viscous shock-layer code,

VSL3DNQ, did not contain any vibration dissociation cou-

pling model. Since the inviscid studies indicated that, for

conditions associated with Earth entry return from Mars,

vibrational coupling effects were small, the VSL code has not

been modified, and all viscous calculations have assumed vi-

brational equilibrium.

Radiation Model

At the lower velocities associated with the Earth return from

Mars of an aeroassisted orbital transfer vehicle (AOTV), i.e.,

12 kin/s, radiative heat transfer and associated self-absorption

effects should be important, but the total radiative losses from

the flowfield should be sufficiently small so that there is not

Table 1 Air reaction system

Reaction A B E Direction

O2+M=20
NO+M=N

N2+M=2N
N+O2=NO
N2+O=NO
N+O=NO +

N+N=N2 +
N+N=N

N+N ÷ =2N +
N+e-=N +
O+e-=O+

+M 1.19x102 ] -1.5 59,380 Forward

+O+M 5.18x 102] -1.5 75,490 Forward
+M 2.27x1021 -1.5 0 Backward

+O 1.00x 1012 0.5 3,120 Forward
+N 7.00x 1013 0.0 38,016 Forward
+e- 1.80x 102-1 - 1.5 0 Backward

+ e- 1.40 x 1013 0.0 67,800 Forward
+N + +e- 2.34x 10 II 0.5 120,000 Forward
+e- 2.34x 10]i 0.5 120,000 Forward
+ 2e- Eqs. (2) and (3) for case 1, (19) for case 2
+ 2e- Eqs. (4) and (5) for case 1, (20) for case 2

Table 2 Nitrogen reaction system

Reaction A B E Direction

N2+N2=2N +N2 4.70×10 j7 -0.5 113,000 Forward
N2+N=2N +N 4.085×102 2 -1.5 113,000 Forward

N2+M=2N +M 1.90×1017 -0.5 113,000 Forward
N2+N+=N2 + +N 2.02x 10 H 0.8 13,000 Forward

N + N = N2 + + e- 1.40 x 1013 0.0 67,800 Forward
N+N=N +N ++e- 2.34x10 II 0.5 120,000 Forward

N+N + =2N + +e- 2.34× 10tl 0.5 120,000 Forward

N+e-=N + +2e- Eqs. (2) and (3) for case I, (19) for case 2

any significant radiative gasdynamic coupling. Thus, once a

flowfield solution has been obtained for a given reaction
chemistry system, the flowfield solution can be used to com-

pute the body radiative heat transfer. In the present study, the
tangent slab approximation has been used, the wall surface is

assumed to be nonemitting and nonablating, and precursor

effects are assumed negligible. Also, an eight-step nongray
absorption coefficient model based on the work of Olstad 37

and similar to that used in Ref. 6 has been used. However, it

has been modified to yield, under equilibrium conditions,

results with respect to both magnitude and spectral distribu-

tion that in general agree with RADICAL, the NASA Langley

version of a detailed radiation program documented in Ref.

38. Based on a series of calculations, these modifications

consisted of a reduction in the effective absorption cross sec-

tions in the frequency range of 6.89-10.98 eV, which is com-

posed not only of continuum radiation but also several impor-

tant lines. This step model has yielded reasonable engineering

results for AFE fiowfields 6 and, in conjunction with an ap-
proximate flow solver, has correlated well with the Fire 2

flight experiment) 4

A spectral comparison between stagnation-point radiative

heating predictions obtained using the present eight-step
model and RADICAL is shown in Fig. 2. These results were

obtained using the viscous flow solver with 99 points between

the shock and the wall, case 1 rates,_and assuming an adiabatic

wall, and almost the entire shock layer for this case was in

chemical and thermal equilibrium. The presence of line contri-

butions is evident in the RADICAL results by the tall narrow

peaks on top of the continuum curves in the infrared (0-3.1

eV) and ultraviolet (8-12 eV). Since the radiative heating to

the wall is the area under these curves, it can be seen that, in

general, the two models agree quite well, and, in fact, the

results are within 15070 overall. [Note that the vacuum ultravi-

olet (VUV) band in the eight-step model that starts at 14.56 eV

actually extends to 31 eV.] However, the eight-step model still

does appear to slightly overpredict the heating in the range of

6.89-10.98 eV, and further improvements can probably still be

made. Nevertheless, particularly when computational effi-

ciency is considered, the modified eight-step absorption coef-

ficient model should be adequate for engineering and compar-
ison studies.

In addition, the present radiation model contains a method

for computing approximate correction factors that account

for the effects of local thermodynamic nonequilibrium

(LTNE). Such LTNE can exist in the chemical nonequilibrium
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Fig. 2 Stagnation-point radiative heat transfer from RADICAL and
eight-step model.

region immediately behind the shock front where, due to

ionization via excited states, the populations of the electronic

states may not be that predicted by an LTE assumption using
the ground state. The rationale behind these factors and their

derivation has been presented in Refs. 6 and 34, and similar
factors have been used for monoatomic gases. 2°-23 The inclu-

sion of radiation nonequilibrium effects is essential for accu-

rately predicting radiative heat transfer at high-altitude condi-
tions.4-6'34

Originally, these LTNE factors were expressed in terms of
the degree of dissociation and ionization, 6.34 which were often

difficult to compute accurately. However, Greendyke 39 has

pointed out that they can be more simply expressed in terms of

the partition functions. Thus, the atomic nitrogen LTNE cor-
rection factor can be written as

NN + N_Q_ _exp(169,000/T_)
(28)

NNQ_ l + Q,-

For radiation processes involving the ground state, this factor

is multiplied by the blackbody function for that region to yield

the effective source function, and the absorption coefficient is

unchanged. On the other hand, for processes involving excited

states, the factor is multiplied by the absorption cross section

to yield the effective absorption coefficient, and the source

function for that spectral region is unchanged. Additional

details are presented in Ref. 6, and similar forms can be
obtained for molecular radiation.

For cases where the reaction chemistry set is such that an

opposite rate is obtained from a forward or reverse rate in
conjunction with an equilibrium coefficient computed from

partition functions, the correction factor form given in Eq.
(28) is appropriate. This situation is the case with the two-step

ionization model, whose rates have been designated case 2. In

other words, in that case the factor predicted by Eq. (28) will

go to one as the flow approaches ionization equilibrium.

However, when the one-step ionization rates of Kang et al.H

are used, case 1, the ionization equilibrium coefficient is deter-

mined by the ratio of the forward-to-reverse rates [Eqs. (2-5)]

and not by partition functions. In that case the atomic nitro-

gen LTNE correction factor should be computed using

(NN ÷ N_)/Nr, u4 VKcq (29)

and the equilibrium coefficient is given by

K_q = kctkb = 5 x 10-gTe 1"36exp( -- 169,000/T¢) (30)

If this approach is not taken, the factors will not approach one
as chemical equilibrium is approached, and ridiculous answers

may result.

For viscous cases in which a cool wall is considered, recom-

bination processes will dominate in the wall thermal layer,

and, as mentioned earlier, there is evidence that during recom-

bination the excited states may not be in equilibrium with the

free electrons and ions and the electronic states may all be

populated according to a Boltzmann distribution, i.e., in LTE

with the ground state. Consequently, in the wall thermal layer,

the radiation should be computed using the local electron

temperature and nonequilibrium species concentrations, and

the LTNE factors should not be used (or set to unity).

Discussion of Results

Inviscid and viscous results have been obtained for the

stagnation region of a 2.3-m nose radius axisymmetric blunt

body for a freestream velocity of 12 km/s at an altitude of 80

km. This condition was selected because it is within the range

of possible Martian return trajectories, and yet the velocity is

low enough that radiation losses should be minor, at the most

a few percent, compared to the total flow energy. Thus, radi-

ation cooling and gasdynamic coupling effects should be

small. Each inviscid solution covers the region between the

shock and the body and from the centerline up to 10 cm above

the axis and is typically composed of over 10,000 computa-

tional points. Inviscid solutions using both air and nitrogen
freestreams have been obtained. Viscous solutions have been

obtained along the stagnation streamline for nitrogen
freestreams for adiabatic and cool wall situations. In both

cases the wall was assumed to be nonemitting and noncata-

lytic, and in the cool wall case the wall temperature was

assumed to be 1650 K, which is representative of nonablating
heat shield materials.

Inviscid Results

Although flowfield properties along 21 different streamlines

in the stagnation region were actually computed, details will
only be presented for streamline C, which crossed the shock
front 1.5 cm above the axis. This streamline is shown in Fig.
3 as a solid line, along with several other streamlines, the

shock front, and the body. Depending on the reaction chemis-
try system, streamline C was typically composed of 700-2000
spatial grid points.

Figure 4 shows air results obtained using the one-step ion-
ization model with case 1 rates, the quasiequilibrium electron

temperature model, and MCVDV vibration dissociation cou-
pling. Although individual vibrational temperatures were
computed for N2, 02, NO, NO + , and N_, for clarity they are
not included on the plots. Immediately behind the shock
front, the heavy particle temperature T is almost 70,000 K,

whereas the electron temperature Tc is at the freestream value,
180.65 K. Initially, Tc rapidly rises to about 10,000 K, whereas

the heavy particle temperature falls sharply due to the rapid

t0
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Electron mass production rate along streamline C, inviscid

dissociation of N2 and O2. Subsequently, the electron temper-

ature gradually increases until it equilibrates with the heavy
particle temperature.

As can be seen on the concentration profiles, in the region
immediately behind the shock front the concentration of

atomic nitrogen and oxygen rises extremely rapidly, indicating
that dissociation essentially occurs in the shock "front" as has

been assumed in some approximate solutions. 25.34 Also N2*,

NO, and NO ÷ peak rapidly and essentially "disappear," and

from a practical standpoint the entire nonequilibrium portion
of the flowfield is dominated by atomic ionization. Interest-

ingly, at the end of the equilibrium zone, the concentrations of

N ÷ and O + are similar. Furthermore, the heavy particle

temperature and [e-] profiles exhibit a change in curvature
around 2.5 cm, which is associated with the onset of electron

avalanche from the electron impact ionization reactions.
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Electron mass production rate along streamline C, inviscid

The magnitude of this phenomena is shown in Fig. 5, which

portrays the total electron production rate [in g/(cmLs)] for

this case. Although the plot is somewhat lacking in detail since
only approximately every twentieth point is plotted, it can be

seen that avalanche starts at about 1 cm along the streamline.

Apparently, by this point other ionization reactions have pro-
duced sufficient electrons, and the electron temperature has

risen sufficiently to permit electron impact ionization to dom-

inate. Both Figs. 4 and 5 indicate that for the case 1 rates the

flow equilibrates in about 4.5 cm. It should be noted that the

high electron production rate associated with the case 1 impact

ionization rates prevents the free electron temperature from

peaking and instead leads to its gradual rise until equilibrium
is attained.

Inviscid results obtained using the two-step approximate

ionization model with case 2 rates are shown for air in Figs. 6
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and7.The IN] and [O] profiles indicate rapid dissociation and

are similar to those with the one-step model shown in Fig. 4.

Likewise, the peak values for IN2+ ] and [NO ÷ ] are similar but

occur slightly later. The electron temperature initially rises to

about 14,000 K, after which it remains relatively constant until

it equilibrates with the heavy particle temperature. As can be

seen by comparing the values in Figs. 7 and 5, the electron

production rate for this case is significantly lower than that for

the case 1 situation, and as a result the electron temperature is

higher over most of the nonequilibrium region.
The biggest difference, however, between the case 1 and

case 2 air results is in the behavior and length of the atomic

ionization region. After the initial dissociation, the decrease in

heavy particle temperature and increase in electron concentra-

tion is, by comparison, slow, and equilibrium is not achieved

until 11 cm along the streamline. In addition, the IN ÷] con-

centration is significantly higher than the [O ÷] value. This

latter difference is due to the fact that in this case the equi-

librium composition is determined from the equilibrium coef-

ficient computed by partition functions, whereas for the one-

step case 1 rates it is specified by the ratiQ of the forward and

reverse rates in Eqs. (2-5). At the present equilibrium temper-
atures, these two approaches yield equilibrium constants that

differ by an order of magnitude, with resultant differences in

final composition and temperatures.

In addition, Fig. 7 shows that the electron production rate

forthe two-step ionization model is different from that for the

one-step case. Initially, electrons are created due to NO÷,

N_, atom-atom, and atom-ion reactions, and the production

from these reactions rapidly peaks and then decreases. How-

ever, once [e-] becomes sufficiently high, electron-atom pro-

cesses become important, the electron production rate in-
creases, and' electron avalanche occurs. However, since the

two-step electron-atom ionization rate is less, the process is

slower than in the one-step model and the time and distance to
equilibrium is longer.

It is believed that these inviscid results demonstrate that

predictions of ionization relaxation are strongly dependent on

the atomic ionization model and the electron impact ioniza-
tion rate.

O0 0-2 0.4 0.6 O@

ETA.Y/YSH_-__X
tO

Viscous Results

Using the nitrogen reaction chemistry set given in Table 2,
viscous results have been obtained for the stagnation stream-

line with the modified VSL3DNQ code. In all cases, 99 points
have been used between the shock front and the wall, and
binary diffusion between molecular and atomic species has

been included. Unlike the inviscid solver, which primarily used
the partition function approach, the thermodynamic proper-
ties in the viscous solutions were computed using the curve fits
presented by Gnoffo et al.4o

Figure 8 shows temperature and concentration profiles for
the cool wall case (T,_ = 1650 K) for the case 1 electron impact
ionization rate. Notice that computational points have been
clustered in the region immediately behind the shock front

where nonequilibrium effects should be important and in the

region near the wall where thermal and concentration gradi-

ents could be large. In the outer portion of the shock layer,
these results are almost identical to the equivalent inviscid case

in that dissociation is rapid behind the shock front, the elec-

tron temperature "peaks" and then gradually rises to equili-

brate with the heavy particle temperature, and about two-

thirds of the shock layer is in chemical equilibrium. In

addition, the results show that the cool wall thermal layer

affects about 20% of the shock layer and that in this region

ion and molecular recombination processes are dominant. For
Ihis case the shock standoff distance was 11.8 cm and the

computed convective heating rate to the noncatalytic wall was
46.7 W/cm 2.

Stagnation profiles for the two-step ionization model and

the case 2 electron impact ionization are presented in Fig. 9.

For the nonequilibrium zone behind the shock front, the dis-

sociation is rapid and Nf rapidly peaks and disappears; two-

thirds or more of the shock layer is affected by ionization

nonequilibrium relaxation. Ifi addition, the relaxing tempera-

ture profile never reaches a constant plateau but smoothly

merges into the wall thermal layer. For this case the shock

detachment length was 12.0 cm and the convective heating was
44.4 W/cm 2.

The electron production rate for this cool wall case is pre-
sented in Fig. 10. Although there are some differences between

this profile and the inviscid curve shown in Fig. 7 due to

to
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Fig. 8 Stagnation streamline species and temperature profiles, vis-
cous case 1.

o I •
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Fig. 9 Stagnation streamline species and temperature profiles, vis-
cous case 2.
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differences in velocity along and location of the streamlines,

the overall pattern is similar. Initially, electron production is

high due to N2* ionization, atom-atom, and atom-ion reac-

tions, and then it decreases. Subsequently, electron-atom ion-

ization becomes important, as evidenced by the plateau

around y/yshock of 0.8, followed by an approach toward

equilibrium. Unlike Fig. 8, no second peak appears in the

viscous profile, possibly due to diffusion effects and to the

influence of the charge exchange reaction. Also, the electron

production rate indicates that an equilibrium region is never

achieved along the stagnation streamline, but that the flow

simply transitions from an ionizing flow to one involving

recombination (negative production rates) in the wall thermal
layer.

Obviously, the different species concentration and tempera-

ture profiles between the case 1 and case 2 models and rates

will greatly influence the predicted radiative heat transfer to

the vehicle surface, since radiative heating depends on both

electron temperature and species concentrations. However, it
also depends on the extent of radiative nonequilibrium or the

degree to which the excited state populations are depleted due
to ionization. This nonequilibrium has previously been re-

ferred to as local thermodynamic nonequilibrium (LTNE) in

the discussion concerning the radiation model, and it can be

approximately accounted for via LTNE correction factors

such as those in Eqs. (28) and (29).

Values for the correction factors for atomic nitrogen radia-

tion are shown in Fig. 11 for both the case 1 and case 2 rates
and models. For the one-step case I model, the correction

factor is small in the chemical nonequilibrium zone, but then

it rises rapidly and is essentially unity through the rest of the
stagnation layer. Thus, for the one-step impact ionization
model most of the shock layer is in local thermodynamic

equilibrium radiatively. Similarly, the two-step case 2 factors

are also very small in the chemical nonequilibrium zone, but

they subsequently increase only slowly, and only very near the

body in the wall thermal layer do they become one. Hence, for

the case 2 flowfield, radiative nonequilibrium or LTNE effects

are very important. Interestingly, when the approximate tech-

nique of Ref. 34 is applied to this case, it also predicts that

most of the stagnation region is in LTNE.

In examining these resuhs it should be realized that the

two-step ionization chemistry and LTNE radiation models are

approximate and are the most optimistic from the standpoint

of reducing radiation and the rate of ionization, since they

assume that the excited states are in equilibrium with the ions

and free electrons. In actuality, the rate of ionization from the

excited state, Eq. (l I), may be finite, and the extent of LTNE

indicated by the case 2 results on Fig. I l may be less. Thus, the
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two sets of results in Fig. 11 could be viewed as bracketing the

problem.

Stagnation-Point Radiative Heat Transfer

The viscous stagnation streamline nonequilibrium flow-

fields have been used to compute the radiative heat transfer to
the wall. In all cases the wall has been assumed to be nonemit-

ting and nonablating, and results have been obtained for both
an adiabatic and the cool wall case. Considering the many

factors involved in the current models, these radiative heating
results should not be construed as definitive and should be

used primarily for comparison purposes and model develop-

ment until they have been verfied by more detailed models

and/or experiments. Nevertheless, these results do include

both the ultraviolet and the visible-infrared spectrum, emis-

sion and absorption phenomena, the variation of absorption

coefficients with wavelength, chemical and thermal nonequi-

librium, and radiative nonequilibrium. Thus, the present re-

sults include many effects not accounted for in other studies, z

which assumed the gas cap to be in equilibrium and transpar-

ent and only included emission in the visible and infrared (IR)

spectrum.

Figures 12 and 13 present stagnation-point radiative heat

transfer for the present cases as a function of energy, and

several significant points are evident. First, there is an order of

magnitude difference in heat transfer both totally and in the

individual spectral regions between the one-step case 1 flow-

field and the two-step case 2 results. This difference is due to

the larger chemical nonequilibrium region predicted by the
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case2ratesandthesubsequentgreaterextentoftheradiative
nonequilibriumzone.Second,for bothionizationmodels
mostoftheradiationreachingthewallfor theregionbelow
6.89eV(above1800A), whichis oftenreferredto asthe
visibleregionsinceit isopticallyvisiblethroughquartzand
sapphirewindows,isintheregionbelow3.1eVandisdueto
IRcontinuumandlines.

Third,theabsorptioneffectsof thecoolwallthermallayer
maynotbeasgreataspreviouslyhoped.5,8,33Withthepresent
data,theeffectofthewallthermallayercanbedeterminedby
comparingthecoolwallresultswiththeadiabaticwallvalues.
Forthecase1situationinFig.12,loweringthewalltempera-
tureto1650Kreducestheoverallradiativeheating28%,and
intheseparatespectralbandsthereductionis22-25070,except
for theVUVbandfrom 14.56-31eV.For that band the

reduction is 61%, indicating that the far vacuum ultraviolet is

extensively absorbed in the cool wall layer. Likewise, for the

case 2 rates, Fig. 13 shows a reduction due to wall cooling of
46°70 in the total radiative heating. In this case, since the total

input is considerably less than that for the one-step model, the

thermal boundary, layer has more of an effect. In the individ-

ual bands the reduction ranges from 39 to 44%, but again in

the 14.56-31-eV VUV band the reduction is large (72%).

Obviously, for both cases, although a cool wall significantly

attenuates the far VUV and somewhat reduces the heating

from other regions of the spectrum, significant radiative heat
transfer still reaches the wall. This trend is consistent with

previous approximate calculations at similar conditions. 3+

Fourth, there is significant radiative heat input to th_ wall
from the spectral region above 6.89 eV (below 1801 A). In

fact, for both ionization models approximately 75070 of the

total radiative heating is from this region• This result is consis-

tent with what has been observed and predicted for the Fire 2
experiment, ln3,4, and it is also consistent with the shock-tube

experiments of Wood et al?: Wood and co-workers conducted

measurements with and without a quartz window and deter-

mined that 50-75% of the total radiant intensity was from the

ultraviolet region of the spectrum. Interestingly, they also

concluded from their experiments that a cool boundary layer

would not absorb appreciably.

Comparison with Experimental Data

Based on the temperature, species, and radiative heat trans-

fer profiles discussed earlier, it is apparent that the choice of

ionization model and electron impact ionization rate greatly

affects the resultant predictions, and it would be desirable to

determine which model is more appropriate for blunt-body

calculations. Although there is almost no radiation experimen-

tal data at the present velocity and pressure conditions,
Wilson :_ did make measurements of the ionization rate of air
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Fig. 13 Stagnation-point radiative heat transfer for case 2.

behind shock waves having velocities between 9 and 12.5

km/s. By making IR measurements at around 6.1 /_, he was

able to determine variations in electron density and thus the

ionization relaxation distances.

Consequently, the concentration and temperature profiles

for the present inviscid air data along streamline C have been

used to compute theoretical IR emission profiles similar to

those measured by Wilson for both the case 1 and case 2

models. These profiles are shown in Fig. 14 and have the same

general shape as the signals measured by Wilson. Following

his procedure the intercept with the equilibrium value of a line

drawn through the maximum slope of the rising signal has

been used to determine an ionization distance, denoted by the

vertical dashed line on the figure, for each ionization model.

Then the shock-tube data of Wilson have been used, account-

ing for differences in freestream pressure and for particle

velocity differences behind a normal shock and along stream-

line C, to determine an experimental ionization distance for

the present case. These distances are shown by the square

symbols on Fig. 14. The center symbol is the nominal value,

whereas the endpoints correspond to the data scatter and error

band limits indicated in Ref. 25. As can be seen, the agreement

between the shock-tube data and the prediction obtained using

the two-step ionization model and the case 2 electron impact

ionization rates is very good. Thus, it appears that a two-step

ionization model in conjunction with ionization reaction rates

based on forward processes should be used for the computa-

tion of nonequilibrium blunt-body flowfields associated with

Earth aerocapture from Mars.

However, this conclusion does not mean that the ion recom-

bination rates used by Kang et al. H or measured by Park 17 are

in error. Unfortunately, there are many possible explanations
for the observed differences. First, there could be an error in

the experimental data 2_ or its interpretation to the present

problem. Second, at the current electron densities and temper-

atures, the results of Hinnov and Hirschberg 19 and of Bates et
al. 43 indicate that the effective recombination rate is not

strictly a function of electron temperature and that radiative

recombination is still significant. Thus, the flow may not be

totally collision-dominated. In such a situation, if a measured

or effective reverse rate were used via an equilibrium constant

to determine a forward rate, the resulting forward rate would

be too large. As pointed out by Park, ls,_,45 the effective

forward and reverse rates are only related via the equilibrium

constant if the flow is collision-dominated. Third, there is the

possibility _8 that, in the region immediately behind the shock
front and due to the time scales involved, the forward and

reverse rates are not related by the equilibrium constant and

reasonable chemistry can only be predicted using a proper

forward rate. Fourth, there exists the possibility that the elec-
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tronic _emperatures are not in reality the same as the free

electron temperature, and this fact requires the use of a differ-
ent set of rates. A discussion of this situation and also of the

details of atomic ionization are presented in Refs. 45 and 46.

Finally, as mentioned previously, there exists the possibility
that ionic recombination in a nozzle or arc tunnel is not the

direct inverse of atomic ionization behind a shock wave. If

anything, the present results indicate the difficulty of creating

engineering models for these problems and the need for fur-

ther analytical and experimental investigation. Nevertheless,

based on the results presented here and the reaction rates

discussed in Ref. 47, it is believed that the present two-step

model with case 2 rates is appropriate for stagnation region

computations.

Future Efforts

In the near future there are plans to continue these studies

by developing a nonequilibrium radiation model based upon
RADICAL. This new model will be incorporated into the VSL

code along with radiation gasdynamic coupling. In addition,

there exists a need to improve the ionization chemistry model

and the LTNE correction factors by taking into account finite-

rate processes between excited state atoms and ions. Also,
there is a definite need for additional experimental data at

velocities and pressures appropriate for a Mars return AOTV.
This data should be for an ionizing, as opposed to a re-

combining, flow and probably could be obtained in a shock

tube, although flight data would be desirable. Finally, the

inclusion of preshock precursor, photoionization and recom-
bination, and shock and wall slip effects would be desirable.

Conclusion

Based on the results presented, it appears that an approxi-

mate two-step ionization model in conjunction with quasiequi-
librium electron temperature model is suitable for the compu-

tation of nonequilibrium blunt-body flowfields associated

with Earth aerocapture from Mars. Also, nonequilibrium
chemical and radiation effects are important at these condi-

tions throughout the entire stagnation zone, and, compared to
equilibrium predictions, these nonequilibrium phenomena can

lead to a reduction in radiative heating. Furthermore, com-

pared to an adiabatic wall, a cool wall results in a significant
reduction in radiative heating due to absorption near the wall.

However, the present results also indicate a need for further

analytical and experimental investigations.
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